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(Continued from Journal for 1872, Pt. I, p. 174.) 

Essay IY. 

On the Inflexional hase. 

In the third essay I attempted to collect all the facts and phenomena 

presented hy the various Gaurian languages in regard to their inflexional 

base. These facts were analysed and some general principles deduced from 

them. Two of these general principles require a more special consideration ; 

and this will be the subject of the present essay. It has been shown in the 

3rd essay, that the inflexional base may (under certain circumstances) 

assume a two-fold form ; viz. a direct form and an oblique form. One of 

the two general principles is closely connected with the direct form, the other 

with the oblique form. 

One result of the previous enquiry has been to show that the inflexional 

bases of the Gaurian languages are divided into two great classes according 

as they admit or do not admit an oblique form, and accordingly they were 

divided into 1., the Prakritic, and 2., the Gaurian (including Gaurian proper 

and Sanskritic) nouns, i. e., into those which have retained traces of the 

Prakrit organic declension, and those which have emancipated themselves of it 

altogether. This conclusion, however, was mainly dependent upon the truth 

of the identity of the oblique form with the organic genitive of the Erdhrit. 

This principle I shall try to establish now. 

Another result of the previous enquiry has been to show that while 

some inflexional bases retain in their direct form the original Prakrit 

termination i*T, others reduce it to or This difference was explained 

by the theory that the former are derived from a particular Prakrit base 

ending in (or while the latter are derived from the general base in 

The truth of this principle will be the second point I shall endeavour to 

establish. But the facts upon which the proof of both, this and the other 

principle, depends, are so closely intertwined, that it will not be possible to 

keep both enquiries altogether distinct. 

It is a well known fact, that in Sanskrit the genitive is not uncommonly 

substituted for the dative, though it possesses an organic dative ; (cf. Panini 

2, 3. 5., M. Williams’s Sanskrit Grammar §, 816, A. p. 353). In Prakrit this 

rule lias become absolute (see Cowell’s Prakrit Prakasa VI. 64.) ; and 

necessarily so; for it has lost the organic dative altogether; and not 

possessing one, it is obliged either to paraphrase it (by postpositions, e. gv 
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qf?T, fS?r, etc.), or to substitute (according to the precedent of Sanskrit) 

the o-enitive. The latter is on the whole the more common course.* The 
o 

Gaurian languages which have received their grammatical system from the 

Prakrit (or, at all events, not from the Sanskrit), it is manifest, cannot 

possess an organic dative ; and, it is more than probable, a priori, that what 

passes in them for the dative is (according to the precedent of Prakrit) 

either a paraphrase of the dative or a substituted (organic) genitive. The 

former course, viz. to paraphrase the dative by postpositions, as is well 

known, has become the almost universal rule in the Gaurian.f The only 

exception (barring isolated instances in other languages) is in the Marathi. 

This language possesses by the side of the ordinary paraphrastic datives 

(formed with the postpositions ^T, ^RT, ^iTrff, etc., cf. Manual, pp. 17, 

18,) a form of the dative ending in H which has all the appearance of being an 

organic case-form ; e. g., dative of God is Y*th (besides ^T^fT, etc.) ; 

of efffsr poet it is (besides qRrtRTT, etc-.) ; of it is 31W (besides 
• • • • ^ 

31^^17, etc.). This dative in H is generally admitted (cf. Manual, pp. 132,133), 

and can easily be shown to be nothing but the organic genitive of the 

Prakrit. For the genitive of ^7, and 3j^ in Prakrit is 

(cf. Prak. Prak. Y. 8, 15). Now I have already explained in the 2nd Essay 

that in the later Prakrit and in Gaurian, one of two similar compounded 

consonants is elided and the preceding vowel lengthened (see Prak. Prak. Ill, 

58.). Accordingly the genitive of the pronoun ^tt (base ^r) in Prakrit is 

masc. or «TW, fern. or (or oTT^;) ; of the fern, base fsr the gen. 

is or «rt% (or sf!^) ; see Prak. Prak. YI. 6, 6.J According to the 

# Examples from the Sakuntala : 

cjj II i. e. 

Skr. sfiT II 

Or. ViT || i. e. 

From the Uttara Ramacharita : 

WT WWW WT i. e. 

Skr. w: eTRTW^: WT n 

Or. W WWKW f ll i. e. 

Skr. 3T11 WWKF5T: irPPZlfw II 

f The regular process of glottic development form Sanskrit to Gaurian is here, 

worth noting; the dative is expressed in the 

Sanskrit by the dative or genitive ; 

Prakrit by the —— genitive, or paraphrase ; 

Gaurian by the-paraphrase. 

X The same is the case with the Magadhi Prakrit genitive in ; e, g,, 

Skr, is iu M. Prak.-q Here ^ is the modification of an original w 

so that qf%"3TTTf stands for and this for just as f°r 

which in M. Prak, would be (cf. Pr. Prak. XI, 12.) 
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analogy of the pronominal forms RTTH for RfiH for fsr^jr, the Prakrit 

genitives RRRJ, e^c-> become in the Gaurian rrth, rtrIm, 

etc., i. e., the forms which we see in the Marathi. The original genitive 

character ol the Marathi dative in h is further proved by the dative formed 

by means of the so-called postposition wdT; e. g., rr has a dative 

RRTRTCt besides RRTR or rrt ^q; or RTIR has RTRtRT^f beside RTRpj or 

^ has beside JjRRT and TiRRH. These forms (as rRirtsT’ 

RTRWtrI , JjWTfft, etc.,) have always been derived thus ; rrt (base) -f- 

(postposition), Rift + HTRf, under the mistaken notion, that 

as RRT, RfFt, etc. are the bases in all the other cases (e. g., instr. 

RRT-f H } dative RRT + ^tt, abl. RRT + ^*r, etc.), the same base must be 

contained also in the forms RRTRT^f, etc. But it has never been shown 

what the meaning and derivation of the word RT^f might be. The truth 

is, that RT^t is no word at all; and that the forms rrtrtrF, etc., have been 

wrongly divided. They ought to be separated thus ; rrjr (base) and 

postposition, RiRtR + , 31RR -f wf, etc. The postposition 

is the Prakrit and Gaurian equivalent of the Sanskrit Rjlq which, however, 

in the Gaurian may also be modified to RfTRf and hence the Marathi has 

beside RRTR -j- RlcTt also RRT -j- RT?ft (compare Skr. 3KJTR which becomes in 

Mar. and Beng. in Hindi and Panj. rtr). Hence RRTRTeff, i. e. rrtr 

) stands for Skr. rrrj RJR or Prak. RRRT ; again RrRtR 

is =Prak. rtFr^ RJ3fRT = Skr. RiRRRiR; again ^Csf = Prak. JIW 
0 R& vj 

Skr. 31TTR-RR. 
j r . . 

So far then it is plain that the Marathi dative ending in R is in reality 

tlie organic genitive of the Prakrit.# Now in old Marathi poetry another 

dative form has been preserved which ends in RfT, e. g., God, dative 

RRRT (see Manual, p. 138). There can be no doubt that this form in Rfr is but 

a further modification or corruption of the more original and more perfect 

form in R ; that, e. g., RRRT is a curtailment of RRRTR. It may have arisen 

thus ; in the Gaurian a final short vowel is not pronounced, so that the 

* In the oldest Hindi of Chand Bar dal instances of this organic genitive in ^ 

which in the modern Marathi only occurs in the sense of the dative, are still found 

with their original Gen. sense ; o. g., 

<TTR RT^T RRlR I Or. RpR RHR ftftRTRR RT*T RTR I 

R-%t Fr^HI RRFR II R R ^R RtR R R RTR II 

i. e. Skr. w TTW* RhIt etc. Skr. rF^ HR h!r rF? ^ HR! II etc. 

Sasivritta Katha XXV. 1G. Ibid. XXV. 3G. 

Or. RTR"3R RTFrf I Or. RT RR ^ RTR ?IR I 

RrF?IR *tFr *?fR II RR ^ HRT FrFr qR II 

Skr. rrFjiFr RRT RR1 etc. Skr. RRJ JZR RuRI etc. 

Ibid. XXV. 15. Ibid. XXV. 16. 
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consonant which precedes it, is virtually the final of the word; now most 

probably the consonant of the dative first changed to ^ (a change, which 

is supported by the Magadhi Prakrit genitive in "Wlir, see note on page 60 

and Prak. Prak. XI. 12,), and then the ^ becoming the virtual final sound 

of the word was dropped ; thus become first (or virtually 

and finally Any one by pronouncing both and 

may see how easily one passes into the other. It follows thus, that the dative 

form in ^JT, being merely a modification of the fuller dative form in 

is also really the organic genitive of the Prakrit. 

Now this genitive form in which has been preserved in the dative 

of the old Marathi, has been lost in modern Marathi, hut it is preserved in 

the latter as well as in the former as the inflexional base of all cases formed 

by post-go sit ions, e. g. ^r, “ God,” has old and modern dative ^T^T, old dative 

'iyrr, (old and modern) instr. if, dative ^TT, abl. ??«T, genitive 

■^T xfT- So far then it is proved, that the oblique form in of the 

inflexional base of Marathi nouns in is identical with the organic genitive 

of the Prakrit. But further it is manifest that as the nature of the 

Marathi dative form in and (e. g., affair, is identical with 

that of the dative form in (e. g., ^1M), so the nature of the oblique 

forms in ^ and xjt (of the inflexional base of Marathi nouns in X and as 

gen. of qrf^r, 3]^ gen. of 3T^) must be identical with that of the 

oblique form in of the inflexional base of nouns in ; and in the same 

manner as the form m arose from that in so the form in X and 

must have arisen from those in ^ and "^r. It follows, therefore, that 

the oblique forms in ^ and ^ of the inflexional base of Marathi nouns in 

X and are identical with the organic genitive of the Prakrit ; that is, 

that, e. g., the oblique form offfid of the noun ^if^is identical with the Prak. 

genitive and with etc. 

If, as has been now shown, the oblique form of the inflexional base 

of all nouns in % Xi and ^ (d- G--> by far the greatest part of the whole 

number of nouns) is identical with the Prakrit genitives, this fact raises the 

presumption that the oblique form of all remaining inflexional bases will be 

of the same nature. We will now take the different kinds of oblique forms 

of inflexional bases in Maratln and afterwards in the other Gaurian 
• • 

languages one by one and show that that is really the case. 

a. The inflexional base of all Marathi nouns (masc. fern, and neut.) 

in X and and of all Mar. nouns (masc. and neut.) in ^ has an oblique 

form, respectively, in X and ^ and ^T. These, as has been already proved, 

are Prakrit genitives. 

b. The inflexional base of feminine nouns in % has an oblique form 

either in ^ or in Those nouns which have an oblique form in X, are, as 

I have shown in Essay III., really feminine nouns in x• They belong, 
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therefore, to the former class, and their oblique form in ^ is a Ercikrit 

genitive. Those nouns which have an oblique form in ^ are, as has 

also been shown in Essay III, really Prakrit feminine nouns in "3fT. The 

Prakrit genitive of these nouns ends in which in Gaurian might 

become (the final being reduced to ^ as in the Horn. and Acc. cases), 

and this, finally, is contracted by regular Sandhi (cf. Prak. Prak. IV. 1.) into 

^ ; e. g., 5Tt*F tongue has gen. apil ; in Prakrit it is 3Ti$?T (or = Skr. 

f^TWT, cf. Prak. Prak. I. 17, III. 54); Gen. in Gaurian 

contracted opY (as in Bangali = srriG, Gen. of tiger). 

c. All Marathi nouns ending in consonants (rnasc. fern, or neut.) are 

treated as ending in and hence the oblique forms of their inflexional 

bases end either in or in ^ or in and are, therefore, Prakrit genitives 

formed according to the analogy of the real nouns in All these nouns in. 

consonants are either Sanskritic or foreign ; but never derived from the 

Prakrit, as no Prakrit word may end in a consonant, see Pr. Prak. IY. 6—II. 

18. Their treatment has been explained in Essay III. 

d. The inflexional bases of Marathi nouns (masc. or fern.) in v, 

^T, and neuter nouns in ^ have no oblique form at all. As regards the 

few exceptional masc. nouns in ^ and ^ and neuter nouns in see the 

next paragraph. 

e. There remain the masc. nouns in "^T to which correspond fem. 

nouns in i; and the neuter nouns in y ; the masc. nouns in ^ to which 

correspond fem. nouns in ^ and the neuter nouns in ^ ; and the masc. 

nouns in ^ to which correspond the fem. nouns in and the neuter nouns 

in The inflexional base of the first two kinds of nouns has an oblique 

form in (masc. and neuter) and in (fem.). The inflexional base of 

the third kind has an oblique form in (masc. and neuter) and ^ (fem.). 

The explanation of these oblique forms is more complicated. They are, as 

I shall show, the organic genitives of Prakrit nouns formed by the affix 

(masc. and neuter,) and 3TF (fem.). It will be necessary to dispose first of 

the latter question ; viz. the presence in the Gaurian languages of a class 

of nouns which are descended from Prakrit nouns formed by the peculiar 

Prakrit affix (cf. Pr. Prak. IY, 25.) Here I will only draw attention 

to an important coincidence. Masculine and neuter nouns in ^ have (as 

has been shown) an oblique form in (being the corruption of the Prakrit 

genitive in ^^T). Their corresponding fem. nouns in ^ have an oblique 

form in ^ (being a corruption of their Prakrit genitive in ^FI^). Similarly 

we have here masc. and neuter oblique forms in and and their 

corresponding feminines in and The conclusion may be drawn that 

the masc. nouns in and ^ and the neuter nouns in ^ and ^ which 

the oblique form in ’sjt, were originally masc. and neuter nouns in sj or 

= or ^ or ; and that their oblique form in ^jr is a cor- 
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ruption of a Prakrit genitive in (=^^j=^c|pQj). Again, that the 

feminine nouns in ^ which correspond to the masc. nouns in and ^ and 

to the neuter nouns in ^ and t", and which yield the oblique form in ij, 

were originally feminine nouns in ^Tr==T^T==T*f'T ; and that their oblique 

form in ^ is a corruption of a Prakrit genitive in = Tp?TR. 

Similarly it may he concluded that the masc. nouns in ^ and neuter 

nouns in ^ which yield the oblique form in cfT, were originally masc. and 

neuter nouns in ^ or i. e., in or ^'4 = or ^3^; and that their 

oblique form in is a corruption of a Prakrit Genitive in 

; and again that the feminine nouns in 3T which correspond to the 

masc. nouns in and neuter nouns in vs, and which yield the oblique form 

in if, were originally fern, nouns in ^T, i. e., in ; and that their 

oblique form in ^ is a corruption of a Prakrit genitive in 

As regards the oblique form in ^ or of the inflexional base of certain 

nouns in the Hindi-class Gaurian languages, their case is exactly like that 

of the last mentioned class of Marathi words. The two classes of nouns 

correspond to each other in the two classes of Gaurian languages, e. g., 

Hindi 8F5T horse, ohl. ip#, is in Marathi ip^T, obi. ip^^IT. And their 

oblique forms must therefore have the same nature, and must admit of the 

same explanation; viz. that they are the organic genitive of particular 

Prakrit bases formed by the affix. ^ (i. e., ending in ^Qfr). 

The evidences showing that there is in Gaurian a class of nouns, which 

are derived from Prakrit bases formed by means of the peculiar, pleonastic 

affix are the following. In the first place, it may he remarked, that all 

Sanskrit words which have a base in (i. e.. formed by the affix 3f) and 

have passed into the Gaurian through the Prakrit, terminate in the Gaurian 

in %(WT) or ^r, and not in ^ or "3; e. g., horse is Skr. ip"3Rf, nom. sing. 

i*T^:, Prak. or Gaurian ilpf! or ip^T ;-Skr. ^"2^: stiff, Pr. 

^T3T%T or Gaurian ^Tfl or qT3T •—Skr. the champaka tree, Prak. 

xfTOT or Gaurian or ; — Skr. keeper, Prak. -37^%, 

Gaurian or PRTT (an affix) Skr. holder, Pr. sjTCip or ^Rip, 

Gaurian ^TTT or ^TCT (an affix).—There are only a small number of 

nouns of this kind. But on the other hand all Sanskrit nouns, the 

base of which ends in only, and which have passed into the Gaurian 

through the Prakrit, terminate in the Gaurian either in % (^l) or 

in ^ (p3), evidently according as they did or did not assume, in their 

passage through Prakrit, the affix 3T; e. g., sweet in Gaurian (Hindi) 

is both and ; both represent the Skr. fpg: ; but Skr. Hr: may he 

represented in the Prak. by faffi (i. e., Hr:) and by Bflf ip (i. e., Hr^P) ; 

now Prak. fall becomes the Gaurian and Prakrit ffffijT becomes the 

Gaurian #i§T (ffilS T). Again heat is in Skr. sjsr:, and pot both having 

bases in In Prak. they may assume the forms of^F or qrp% and E|#T 
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or But of the former pair the form ’SpilT became the usual one 
while of the latter pair was the usual one. Accordingly we find 
in the Gaurian heat to he qRT, hut got to he ^f7 or ’ETfT. These examples 
might he multiplied indefinitely. 

Next, Sanskrit masculine nouns which have a base in ^ exhibit in the 
Gaurian a two-fold termination. They either end in % (^t, ^t) or in ^ 
(^3"). But a very analogous phenomenon may he observed in Sanskrit 
neuter nouns in with nom. sing, in They exhibit in the Gauriail a 
twofold termination ending either in ^ or in v, e. g., Skr. 

house = Gaur. ; hut Skr. clone == Gaur. (Mar.) or 
3pRT or (Br. Bh.) or (Alw.) ; and Skr. pearl Gaur. 

^Ttff (Mar.). Sometimes both forms occur in the same word as Skr. 
plantain = Gaur. or and Skr. cocoanut = Gaur. iTTW 
or (Mar.). But observe the difference. The nom. sing, of those 
masc. nouns ends in Skr. in ; this turns in Prakrit into ; and this 
again, in Gaurian, is either retained unchanged or reduced to ^(^r). 
All this is intelligible; from ( = ^*r) to to % there is a direct 
progress of phonetic corruption, consistent with the glottic laws regulating 
the development of younger languages from an older one. But now in the 
other case ; the nom. sing, of neuter- nouns in Skr. is ^ which 
remains in Prakrit ^ or becomes simply ^ ; in Gaurian the Prakrit v) or 
is either reduced to (resp. remains) ^ or is raised to Iff, Now this is 
contrary to all principles of glottic development. By whatever other means 

languages may increase and reconstruct themselves ; phonetically they 
disintegrate and decrease as they advance. The simple Prakrit termination 
^ or ^ can never by itself have been raised or increased to or or y or 
\ . This is utterly inconceivable, nor will any reference to the accent help 
us here out of the difficulty. The accent might explain the absence of 
phonetic disintegration, where its presence would be expected, as, e. g., 
that the Prakrit termination remains in the Gaurian, in some cases, 

%, instead of being reduced to W; (though even in this case, as I have 
shown in Essay III, the explanation by the help of the accent is cpiite 

inadequate) ; but it is quite unable to explain the presence of a phonetic 
increase which is contrary to glottic laws, according to which either phonetic 

disintegration or at least no change at all ought to have taken place. It 

# E. g. Skr. = Prak. or = Gaur. sjr. Bat Skr. = Br. 

or — Gaur, (Mar.) ; or Skr. cf, = Pr. f^T^j or = Gaur. (Br. B.) 

f%qf; or Skr. ^f%^=Prak. 7^^=Gaur (Mar.) • 0r m th° same word Skr. 

— Pr. effff or = Gaur. or (Mar.) or (It- Hindi) ; and Skr. 

Tnf = Pr. or cTlfr^^r, = Gaur. (Mar.) or In thii 

last case it is especially obvious that the same Skr. or Prak. form could not have 

been the immediate source of the two widely ditlerent Gaurian lorms. 

9 1 
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is evident the Gaurian neuter forms in ^f, ^ fy must be susceptible of 

such an explanation as accounts for the phonetic increase without shutting' 

out the possibility of phonetic disintegration in these same forms. 

I think a clue to the right interpretation of these neuters in (Hindi 

Br. Bh.), ijf (Hindi Sura Dasa), 'is (Hindi, Alw., and Marathi), ^ (Gujarati 

and Naipali) ; y (Marathi) ; ^ (Marathi) is given us by the Gaurian 

infinitives. Let us take, for example, the infinitive to do or doing. It is 

in the Low Hindi dialect of the Braj of Ahvar , of Sura Dasa 

; in Marathi in Naipali (or ?). The common 

opinion, I believe, is that all these forms are verbal nouns formed by the 

Sanskrit affix and that their original is the Sanskrit and Prakrit form 

* This, as has been shown in the preceding paragraph, is impossible, 

because it contradicts the glottic laws. Their origin must be a different one. 

In Marathi the meaning of the infinitive is only one out of many, and that a 

subordinate one, of and all words of this class. To express the infinitive 

it has a proper form in connected with, though not derived from, the 

Sanskrit infinitive in g. The proximate and principal meaning of ^T^djVin 

Marathi is that of the Latin gerund. But Marathi possesses two forms 

of the gerund, one in and another in A" ; besides it has also the form 

; e. g., incitement to act is and ^tcpertt Now 

if we turn to the Prakrit and Sanskrit we find the origin of these forms. 

We meet with two Sanskrit affixes forming gerunds, or part. fut. pass., of 

which latter the gerund is merely a particular usage ; viz. and rT^T* 

In Prakrit these become or and (see Pr. Prak. II, 17. VII, 

33.). Now it can easily be shown that these affixes will account for the 

two alternative forms of the gerund in Maratlif. The common Prakrit 

prose representative of the Sanskrit root is (see Pr. Prak. XII, 15.). 

Of this root we obtain with the affix the gerund ( = Skr. 

and with the affix the form ^fycr®qT which is the more polished 

form (enjoined by the Pr. Prak. VII, 83.), or cjrctf^r (= Skr. which 

was probably the vulgar form of it. In either form (^rf-Cc^ or ^rycf^) 

the medial cf would become elided (according to the ordinary rules of 

Prakrit), thus making or (the forms given by Pr. Prak. VII, 

33.). Next these forms become contracted by sandhi to and finally 

one of the two ^’s is elided (according to the Gaurian law explained in 

Essay II.), and the preceding short ^ lengthened ; thus we obtain the form 

* Bopp (Comp. Grammar § 875) adopts this opinion but with much hesitation, 

f Cowell in his Pr. Grammar, p. 68, gives from one MS. the form or 

If these are at all trustworthy, the analogous forms or exhibit 

a form very nearly identical with the present Marathi form and a.ltogether 

identical with the Braj Bhasha gerund , on which more will be said further on. 
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which is manifestly the base from which the Marathi dTCR is derived. 

Next take the alternative form The nom. sing, neuter of it is 

Vararuchi’s sutra Pr. Prak. I, 18 shows that Prakrit has a tendency to 

shorten the vowel ^ in such final syllables as ^ or T^), etc. The 

following examples are there given ; Skr. = Pr. ; Skr. Pjfftd = 

Pr. ; Skr. — pr. <4^ ; Skr. = Pr. etc. We 

may well assume that in the vernacular Prakrit these vulgar forms, of which 

only a very few were admitted into the literary Prakrit, were much more 

general and regular ; especially in the gerunds formed by the affix ^pcfTsj. 

Accordingly we may conclude that the nom. sing, neuter became 

or (with insertion of euphonic '\) Finally (or 

) becomes in Gaurian contracted to dKW . For T is an extremely 

common substitute for any of the combinations both 

in Prakrit and Gaurian.f E. g. the syllable contained in all causal 

verbs becomes in Prakrit T, as or for Skr. ^KSjfdT, etc. 

Again the Skr. fdTHH and become in Prakrit (properly 

-f fcff) and vvf -f- Tdt ( = TWf + TW)- Again in Gaurian (old Hindi) 

the Skr. Part. Past Act. affix ^rT^Tl'iT, which in Prakrit becomes 

or ^5p3?,I becomes W; as Skr. difi£ffrd7*f, Pr. or 

Hindi efr%^ (in old Hindi of Chand Bafdai 3v%d). Again in low Hindi the Braj 

Bhasha^T$T of him, to him, in him, corresponds to the Gan war! 

^7, etc. Again in Bangali, in common conversation, a final or 

medial is contracted into y (see Forbes’ Bengali Gram. App. A. 4. p. 1(30. 

Shamaclmrn Sircar’s Bengali Gram. p. 149, note 45.) ; e. g., becomes 

becomes We shall meet with some more examples of 

this favorite contraction in the course of this Essay.§ Now the genitive ol 

* An example of this form we have perhaps in the following verse of Chand ; 

^ if% ii 
HT II Pr. Raj. 

i. e. The cutting of the finger of my hand will be the destruction of thy house, oh 

Chahuvan. The same form we have probably in the Bangali nouns of agency in 

(cf. Shamacharn’s Grammar, p. 149.) ; e. g., a doer = Eaipali cfpr^j — 

Hindi ^TT or ^rrij-^Twrr. 

f By analogy, ^ a substitution for the combinations ? ^>Tf, «TT, Wd' 

asBrof Bhasha ^T^f = Ganwari ; Bangali -q^y in common conversation- 

; cf. Skr. = Pr. ^q^y, Gaur. ijysry. But q is, as a rule, substituted by ^ 

as W for ; and ^ by ^ ; e. g. in old and low Hindi he is both ^ and . 

J Of the change of the termination qysy into ^ in Prakrit, I have found oue 

example, in Mrichchhakati Act IV. p. 119, cfj^y^ Tfrf^i fd^dT = Sla>- THTdT 

fd*Td: 
§ Another example wo have in Pali and Prakrit. In Pali the affix of the Instr. 

Abl., Dat. and Gen of feminine nouns is *jy (or >4). The corresponding affix in 
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the Prakrit base would be This form according 

to the process already explained, would successively change to ^TTnfV^T^— 

or which last form is identical with the oblique 

form of the Marathi . 

Then as regards the low Hindi forms for the Marathi ; viz., ^T*TT 

^prirf, ; the way how they are derived from the original Skr. <frrfrt;q 

or Prak. is, probably, this. It does not seem probable that the 

sounds %jT, %, ^5 are merely modifications of ^; at least I am not aware of 

any example of such a change of a terminal ^ to or ijT or Put wre 

have seen on the previous page how the Prakrit form would collo¬ 

quially change into Now there are many instances which prove 

that for the vowel ^ of the polished Prakrit the vulgar Prakrit dialects 

substituted the broader ^ % e. g., in Marathi we have as the termination 

of the past part. pass, the affix (as got loose') which stands for 

the Prakrit ^ or fyr (see Pr. Prak. VII, 32); above we had the 

vulgar form for the more polished form Thus it is 

probable that instead of the vulgar dialect pronounced or, 

with the euphonic yj, «fR;yT5b And finally would become naturally 

contracted to , of which or ^iTcf are merely dialectic variations. 
C\ 5^ 0 J 

The first personal pronoun in the low Hindi of Braj ego (Alwari and High 

Hindi ) affords a very good illustration of this change of the terminal 

to . Its equivalent in Sanskrit is which in Prakrit becomes 

^ or ^ (cf. Pr. Prak. VII, 40.). Now the form ^ could not have yielded 

the Gfaurian form ; it could only have given just as sjt house gives cry;, 

but not ^PCT • Hence the original of must be the other form and this 

violates no glottic law.# It may, therefore, be accepted as a law that the 

Prakrit is F; e. g., Pali by, from, to, of a virgin, but in Prakrit ; Pali 

"Prak. ; Pali cf'Spgr = Prak. The Pali is here nearer to the Skr., 

where these forms would be respectively (genitive) vpg-p, Similarly 

in the causal where the syllable is always contracted to y; in Prakrit, but only 

optionally in Pali; e. g., Skr. = Pali or ^ — Prak. e^f^- 

or ^T[^. These and many other examples, especially the treatment of the medial 

consonants, prove that phonetically Pali occupies an intermediate position between 

Sanskrit and Prakrit. 

See Dr. Mason’s Pali Grammar, p. 105 and p. 61. 37. 

# It should be observed also, that the Prakrit foiun stands for an original 

form (i, e., base ^ -}- affix ^). This is proved by the Magadhi Prakrit form of ego 

or (cf. Pr. Prak. ix, 9.) In Magadhi,namely, the diphthong ^ often stands in 

the place of the final syllable ^ ; e. g., in Mrichchhakati: 

II i. e. 
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sound may change to ; and this conclusion is confirmed by the fact 

that the phonetic equivalent of viz. ^f, also changes into ; e. g., the 

first pers. sing. pres, of the verb to be is in the Braj , in Alwari % (also high 

Hindi), in Jaipur! wy in Naipali W (in Bangali ^TfV). The original of these 

forms is the Prakrit (see Prak. Prak. XII, 19.), the substitute for 

the Sanskrit (from the root for just as JT^gr for JRp, for 

?"T). The initial ^ of is dropped, (just as in ^ or itji for or 

and the final ^ becomes quiescent (according to the Gaurian rule, 

see Essay III.) Thus we have 3>ttt or WT (compare the Prakrit future; 

e. g., for JiGr-^T^FT). This is modified to or if ; next the aspirated 

palatal W is reduced to the simple aspirate ; and thus we obtain or j^r. 

The mode of this change seems to be this, that the anuswara, being the 

substitute of an original labial nasal , is vocalised into the labial vowel ^ ; 

at least this seems to be indicated by such Prakrit nouns as qr3? ( ~ Skr. 

TT^), iTTTT, JTTTT, (= Skr. T?nr) which in the Gaurian becomes 

(Hindi), or TTP3, »TT^, 3TP3, (Naipali) ; both, in both Gaurian languages 

equally, are pronounced nf, "stt , JIT . 

The Naipali equivalent of the Hindi forms ^nrirf and ^TTyf is It 

approaches most nearly to the Alwari form 3\T«f and must be considered as 

merely a modification of it (a reduction of the terminal long ^ to short 

so common in Gaurian). It has its exact counterpart in Gujarati in 

the neuter nouns ending in (see Edaljis Guj. Grammar p. 2G, note 5.) ; 

as collection. I think these neuter nouns in both in Naipali 

and Gujarati, ought correctly to be written with an anunasika, as we have 

it in the Gujarati infinitives in as do. There are many examples of 

this change of a Hindi l*T, ^T, or ® to ^ both in Naipali and Gujarati. There 

is, e. g., the Gujarati infinitive, as (the exact equivalent of the Naipali 

cjfrcf) which corresponds to the Braj Bhasha infinitive and the Alwari, 

and Marwari 3Tcif; again sum in the Braj Bhaslia is ^f, high Hindi 

and Marwari Alwari but in Naipali and Gujarati W"; quis is in 
^ C\ ^ 

Hindi ^r^T, but in Naipali etc. 

In order to remove all doubts as to the correctness of the identification 

of the ordinary Gaurian infinitives with the Sanskrit and Prakrit participles 

future passive formed by the affix I will add the following, as I think, 

conclusive arguments. 

1. On the theory that the Gaurian infinitives are verbal nouns formed 

Or. <1% 31% H i- e. 

Skr. 'TrTrp SfT^Tfa II 

Or. ^ W II i- e- 

Skr. ^f<T H 

Act II, p. Gl, 72, 78. 
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by tlie affix tlie Gujarati infinitive, which ends in (as to do, 

arpf to go) cannot be explained. Even if we should set aside the difficulty 

of deriving the termination ^ etc., from the Prakrit and should 

admit that, e. g., Marathi Hindi etc., are derivable from the 

Prakrit still there remains the Gujarati which, it is manifest, 

can in no wise be connected with the Prakrit On the other hand, on 

the theory that the Gaurian infinitives are identical with the (Skr. or) 

Prakrit part. fut. pass, the Gujarati infinitives find a very easy explanation. 

The Gujarati to do or to go, etc., are evidently identical with the 

Marathi ^srpGor aTPffi i. e. the Gujarati infinitives are identical with the 

Marathi gerund in ^friG But the Marathi gerunds in are, as regards 

the sense, identical with the Marathi forms in x?G(e. g. efrCr^Gis identical 

with ). It. follows that the Marathi forms in and their equivalents 

in all the Gaurian languages must also be gerunds, i. e., derived from the 

Sanskrit, and Prakrit part. fut. pass, (or gerund, which is only a particular 

use of the former), formed by the affix On this theory everything 

falls easily and naturally into its place. Both Sanskrit participles fut. pass., 

—those formed by the affix as well as those formed by the affix 

W3T—passed through the Prakrit into Gaurian,# In the latter they were 

among other uses put to the use of expressing the idea of the infinitive or 

gerund. But gradually one or the other of those alternative forms 

gained the ascendancy, and it so happened, that in all Gaurian languages, 

with the exception of Gujarati, that participle future passive which was 

formed by the affix dispossessed the other formed by the affix rf^T. 

On the contrary in Gujarati the part. fut. pass, in dispossessed the 

other in Still the principle of forming the infinitive is in all 

Gaurian languages identical. If this be the case, one may naturally expect that 

all or some Gaurian languages will retain traces of an original twofold form 

of the infinitive, derived from the twofold form of the Sanskrit and Prakrit 

part. fut. pass. Such traces actually exist, as I shall show, in the principal 

Gaurian languages. That both forms still exist and are commonly used in 

Marathi has been already mentioned ; e. g., it is necessary for us to go 

abroad is in Marathi both %"and ^JTXIT ; again 

incitement to act is either ~€\ or vff fixx (see Manual §. III. 

note.). As regards Hindi, while the modern High Hindi possesses only the 

forms in «tt (—♦rf), the old and low Hindi dialects possess both forms. 

In the Braj Bhasha the infinitive may end both in and Gf, e. g.,Rajaniti 

p. G9, 5TT*ref % i. e., high Hindi 

* I may take this opportunity of stating that, whenever this phrase of Sansk. 

forms 'passing through Prakrit into Gaurian, is employed, it is not meant to express a 

historic fact—for Prakrit is not a derivation of (what is commonly called) Sanskrit— 

but a phonetic fact. 
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ST? «TT«T«TT W; or p. 24, rTTH°fa^T WUI WT^f 

H wif?ltf ^ (—high Hindi ^cfT %.WT?TWT ?dT 

■flT^TT H*IT*T ^ ). It may be remarked in confirmation of this view, that the 

declension of the infinitive in ?rf is apparently defective ; it occurs only in 

the nominative (in «rf) and locative (in f*r); e. g., p. 4, sifcT 3f<l<T 

3TPH ^ ( = H. Hindi "§3 ; p. 0. ^ffr ^TOTT (H. 

H. ^TJIT). But in the other cases the oblique form in "if of the infinitive 

in is substituted for the oblique form in M of the infinitive in «rf; e. g. 

WT W qwi #T ( = H. H. #T) ; or ir W Wt *}TrT 

WT «TT^f ( = H. H. cfr^- ). In the Marwari (form of the 

low Hindi), I believe, the infinitive in cff# is even the only one in use ; see 

the vocabulary appended to the “ Selection of Kliyals or Marwari plays” 

(Beawr Mission Press, 1866) ; e. g., to open (wt^rt) ; rTTW^f to leave 

(TqplcfT); f^crif to cause to give (f^rTWT) ; fcf^if to quit (fsRRWT), etc., 

etc. ; examples are : 

-STTW TTWJR TT W^TT^T TT HT*H I 

*1TTT fTT^T T5FTrft 5TT*?T II e. g. 

H. H. Ti'w c?f«T^T ^»T W*K5T ^TT I 

wwttt ^rew^MT tt^pht ^ ^t*itwt ii 
Play Hungarasinha p. 4, 

nsww cftwT % onTT^T whit ii 
WT W wit ^ 5ft W ^T^TT «TT^T II 

H. H. *Fw^T WT WT*TT w ^ SfT^TJT II 

Play, Angrez our Patlian p. 73, 75. 

As regards Panjabi, I am inclined to think that what the Ludiana 

Grammar calls the indefinite participle and which is not declinable, is, 

in reality, that other form of the infinitive. It terminates m T which is 

identical with the oblique form of the Braj Bhasha infinitive in .—As 

regards Bangali, it possesses both forms of the infinitive, viz. in ^ and 

in ^«[T; as and efrfr^T to do. The latter form in is to be com¬ 

pared with the Braj Bhasha oblique form in T/f of the infinitives in ; 

# I write the Marwari Infinitive (in -iff) as well as the Braj Bhasha infinitive 

(in Iff) with a final Anunasika. The printed hooks that I have seen, never have it. 

The reason is that by the vulgar a final nasal is often very indistinctly pronounced, 

sometimes even altogether dropped; e. g., the local particle fj is in Ganwarf and 

other low Hindi dialects commonly pronounced only -fj or fN. Nevertheless there is 

no doubt whatever, that the correct form is iRor For the same reason the form 

with the final Anunasika is the correct form of those infinitives ; for only the Norn, 

sing, neuter of the part. fut. pass, is capable of expressing the infinitive idea, that is, 

the mere act of the verb, see the sutra of Panini quoted below; e. g\, can 

only bo a corruption of but n°t of ^fTVfsq, us in Latin agendum may stand for 

agere but not agendas. 
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as Bang. ^rf^«TT = Braj or ^Ppir. They are identical; for, as I 

shall show afterwards, the Bangali infinitive in «r^T is merely the oblique 

form ( = Prakrit genitive sing.) of an infinitive in ; it never 

occurs in the nominative (i. e. direct form) ; see Shama Chum Sircar’s 

Grammar p. 149, note 40. The Bangali infinitive in is also almost 

identical with the Prakrit form of the part, fut, pass, in as given 

in some MSS. which have, e. g., for the usual form. The 

form is, no doubt, the form of the later Prakrit, arisen from the 

older form ^fpnq^j by sandhi (or phonetic decay). The real origin of the 

infinitive (or gerund) in «T has become very much obscured in modern 

Bangali; though there are a few indications of it still remaining ; e. g., 

while the final short W of the infinitive of the 1st and Illrd classes of 

verbs is quiescent, that of the infinitive of the second class and the causal 

verbs is pronounced (as 5). Again while the infinitives of the former 

classes are declined according to the first declension, i. e., like such nouns 

as tiger, ^=r!Tvr child (with quiescent ; the infinitives of the Ilnd 

class are declined according to the Illrd declension, i. e., like such adjectives 

as great, small (with audible ^q), see Shama Churn Sircar’s Gram¬ 

mar, pp. 129, 149, note 40. For example to do (1st class) is pronounced 

karan, hut to walk (find class) is pronounced berano. Again, the 

genitive of is 3HVTT, but that of is I have shown 

already (in Essay III) that the Bangali nouns ending in an audible belong 

to the Erakritic element, that is, that their final audible ^ is a contraction 

of the original Prakrit ending (x^ or I^q). Accordingly, the 

final audible ^q of the infinitive also indicates that it must be the remnant 

of an original Prakrit ending <pq or ^^q (that is, that and stands for 

^vif^q or ^fiq'sq). Another indication of that real origin of the infinitive 

or gerund in is this, that they may optionally end in fir, instead of «T ; 

e. g., threading may be both and 3U^f«T (1st class); burning r«T 

and (Ilnd class), thatching and IjT^fir (Illrd class), see 

Shama Churn Sircar’s Grammar, p. 18(3. Now this form in f^T is also found 

in the Braj Bhasha, where it is a substitute for the form in ^ or ^ (i. e., the 

oblique form of the infinitives in «rf and off); e. g., he began to speak is in 

the Br. Bh. for the high Hindi The termination 

^=qf«T is, evidently, in both languages alike, a corruption of the Prakrit 

termination «qvfi^[; and as it is found in the infinitives of all three classes 

of Bangali verbs, it indicates that the infinitives of all three classes are really 

the Prakrit Part. Fut. Pass, in sqvft^ (Skr. ^q«ft^t). Moreover these forms of 

the infinitive in X (as 3T^far), and the Naipali infinitive form in ^3 (as 

clearly show, how gradually the original ending ^fvri^q has become worn 

down to a simple ^q; for the final short X and become according to the 

Gaurian law quiescent and thus like ^q (see the explanation of this process 
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in Essay III) ; e. g., instead of the Braj Bhasha ^r^fsr ^wr we have in 

Naipali vr»pFr ^trtt, in Sindhi In this respect Sindh! agrees with 

Bangali; in both languages the termination of the original affix has 

become worn off altogether. Sindhi infinitives, e. g., are to read, o!TJT«T 

to ivake, ^iX«T to do (see W. H. Watlien’s Sindhi Grammar, pp. 37, 38). But it 

is clear that in modem Bangali, in consequence of the affix havingbecome 

decayed to wsr and the real origin of the latter being forgotten, a great confu¬ 

sion has arisen. For in many cases, Sanskrit verbal nouns, really formed by 

the affix (not ^«ft*f), have been introduced into Bangalf to serve as 

infinitives, under the mistaken idea that the Bangalf infinitives in are 

really such verbal nouns. A notable instance of this kind is the so-called 

infinitive to do. This word is really the Skr. verbal noun 

This is shown by the presence of the lingual ^T. It is not a 

corruption of the Skr. ; for in that case it would be written 

(as it is in Sindhi), as Bangali, like Hindi, turns all lingual ^ which it has 

received through the Prakrit, into dental ®r. This is proved by the causal 

^prrsr (for Prakrit for Skr. which ends in the audible ^ 

(karano), and therefore has retained more of its original character. I 

believe, therefore, that the real infinitive of the (primary) verb to do is 

^TcT, and not which latter form is probably merely an emendation of 

Bangali purists, prompted by a mistaken etymology, (as if it were a 

SansJcritic word, and identical with the Skr. ^npjT^). Perhaps old Bangalf 

MSS. (of which I have no specimen) might bear out my view. As regards 

Gujarati, there also both forms of the Skr. and Prak. Part. Fut. Pass, occur. 

That in 7737 we have represented by the ordinary Gujarati infinitives in jf. 

The other in I think, we can trace in the Gujarati verbal nouns in 

as collection (see Edalji’s Grammar, p. 26, note 5). 

2. Another argument for the identity of the Gaurian infinitive and 

the Sanskrit and Prakrit Part. Put. Pass, in is this, that in Hindi 

and Panjabi the infinitives are often used as adjectives and admit of a 

differentiation of gender and number; e. g., in High Hindi and Panjabi 

^TcfT is masculine and neuter, and is feminine : in the Braj Bhasha 

it is masculine, effort feminine, and neuter. Thus, “ to make 

many excuses is not good,” is in Hindi ^fT WRIT (feminine plural) 

^^7 ; “ there will be gnashing ol teeth” is in Panjabi 

(ht. to take gnashings of teeth will be) ; see Etherington’s Hindi 

Grammar, §. 541, and Loodiana Gram, of Panjabi §. 156. Now the Sanskrit 

and Prakrit nouns in do not admit a change oi gender and number in 

relation to another noun, because they have no adjectival force, but are 

merely substantives ; whereas the Part. Put. Pass, in are adjectival 

and change in gender and number. It does not seem probable, nor even 

10 K 
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possible,Fthat the verbal nouns in can have changed their character so 

radically in Gaurian. 

3. It is a very peculiar usage of all Gaurian languages to employ the 

infinitive to express command or necessity. E. g., “ never go to their 

house” is in Hindi ^ ^ SfT*TT (Braj Bhasha or 5JTM), 

which would be in Sanskrit . Again “ we 

must all die” is ^ = Skr. (tffl) 

In Panjabi ^fT^«TT “you must come” = Skr. In 

Marathi ^hT“ continue to write to us.” (See Etherington H. 

Gr. §. 544, 545. Loodiana P. Gr. §. 95. Manual of Mar. Gr. §. 110, note). 

The only rational explanation of this usage is afforded by the theory of the 

identity of the Gaurian infinitive with the Sanskrit and Prakrit Part. Fut. 

Pass. It may be also noted that in modern Sanskrit, the proper imperative 

is almost as a rule substituted by the Part. Fut Pass, (in or <Tq&t). 

4. All the uses to which the Sanskrit Part. Fut. Pass, in is 

put according to this theory in Gaurian, (e. g., to express the mere act, as 

infinitive), is provided for by Panini. He has a sutra (III, 

3, 113), which is explained in the Laghu Kaumudi to mean, that the 

Kritya affixes, to which and er^T belong, are occasionally employed 

in many ways different from that enjoined by the ordinary rules (see 

Siddhanta Kaum. p. 300, 2nd Yol. and Laghu Kaum. No. 823, p. 284). 

The examples given are powder for bathing (to both) = Hindi 

cjfT ; and ^T«TtijT ♦ a brahman who is to be presented (with 

something) ; with which compare in Panjabi fT^ii ^ % = Hindi 

^>T # ; or % = Hindi ^°(or f f) 

sprft mm # (see Loodiana Grammar, §. 95). These 

irregular, bahulam uses, of the Part. Fut. Pass, were, no doubt, more 

peculiar to the vulgar Sanskrit; and, hence, it is intelligible, how they became 

the regular uses in the Gaurian. Note also the commentary to the sutra 

(Panini III, 196), where the example is given 

<3‘€fT and this is explained ^ (Siddh. Kaum. 

p. 298, 2nd Yol.), i. e., when the Part. Fut. Pass, expresses the action itself 

( = v’q'PTf), the singular and neuter is naturally employed. Accordingly 

the Bart. Fut. Pass, (in and p3j) in the sing, neuter may express the 

mere act of the verb. Both characteristics are found in the Gaurian (so 

called) infinitives. They, qua infinitives, both express the mere act of the 

verb, and also stand in the sing, neuter ; as Hindi — *rf or (*rr), Marathi 

— ip, Gujarati etc. 

5. Perhaps the most serious objection which is felt at first sight 

against the identity of the Gaurian infinitive with the Sanskrit and Prakrit 

Part. Fut. Pass, is this, that it involves a change from the Pass, and Future 

to the Active and Present. But we have an exactly analogous phenomenon 
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in Latin. The Latin Part. Fut. Pass, in andus or endus may also have a 

passive or an active sense. When it is used passively, it may either 

imply futurity, in which case it is the proper Part. Fut. Pass., expressing 

chiefly necessity or fitness; or it may imply present time, in which case 

it is a verbal adjective (commonly called gerundive), expressing an enduring 

contemporaneous action. When it is used actively, it serves to express the 

oblique case of the Infinitive Present Active, and is called the Gerund. 

Now exactly in these three ways the Sanskrit and Prakrit Part. Fut. Pass, 

is used in Gaurian; e. g., in gerundial construction, there is time to write a 

letter, is in Latin epistolam scribendi tempus est, in Gaurian tVft qiT 

3G cfTT^r xT; or in gerundival construction, Latin, tempus est epistolae 

scribendae, Gaurian qiT ^TT^T ^; or in Part. Fut. Pass, construc¬ 

tion, you must write a letter, Latin, a vobis epistola scribenda est, rpr 'ij 

(or The Gaurian goes a step beyond the classic 

Latin in using the Part. Fut. Pass, also to express the nominative case of 

the infinitive ; but the same usage is not unknown to the Latin of the 

middle ages, where the Nom. Sing. Neut. is sometimes used to express the 

mere act of the verb as scribendum to write = Hindi (H. H. 

f%*a»TT).# The Latin has another parallel case in the verbal adjectives in 

tivus, which have generally active sense, but as regards origin are identical 

with the Sanskrit Part. Fut. Pass, in (e. g., activus, dativus = 

etc.), see Bopp’s Comp. Gram. §. 902, p. 352, Illrd Yol. Also the Pali has 

an analogous usage. It employs sometimes the Sansk. Part. Fut. Pass., 

formed by means of the affix q, to express the mere action of the verb, 

e. g., giving *=. Skr. ^ (of root ^t), drinking = Skr. qq (of root 

qT), rejecting (of tt) ; 3*9 loving (of ITT), knowing (of ^t) ; see Ma¬ 

son’s Pali Grammar, §. 263a, p. 146, also §. 235b, p. 134. 

But we must return to our original enquiry. We have now seen that 

the Gaurian neuter terminations q, qjf, etc., cannot be derived from 

the Sanskrit neuter termination or the Prak. neuter termination ^ 

or We have further, by an examination of the Gaurian infinitive and 

gerund, seen, that their neuter terminations qff, q, 4, etc., are derived or 

contracted from the Sanskrit termination and the Prakrit termination 

^■5? (or or qjq)). This not only confirms the law of derivation stated 

previously (pp. 65, 66.), hut also discovers the modus of the derivation of the 

Gaurian neuter terminations q, Hf, 4, etc., viz., that they represent a 

Sanskrit or Prakrit terminal dissyllable (in the present case or ^). 

# If Bopp’s opinion (Comp. Gram. §. 809, p. 183, Illrd Yol.) be correct, as it doubt, 

less is, that the Latin Part. Fut. Pass, in andus is originally identical with the Prak. 

Part. Pros. Act. in ^f\: or (Skr. in qpn), the process of change in meaning is 

in Latin exactly tho reverse from that in Gaurian. But this does not affect the 

argument in the text, as the principle of change is identical in both cases. 
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I will now proceed to illustrate this theory by the examination of 

a few other neuter forms in Gaunan which will lead us to the same result. 

In Marathi there are three irregular past participles of an identical 

formation, quite peculiar to these three only. They are 5fyT (of root ITU to go), 

(of root or to do), and ^yT (of root ^ or ny to die). I have 

given them in the form of the Nom. Sing. Neuter. Their corresponding 

masculine would be or JiyrT, WT or <ryfT, or WT.# These three 

past participles are also irregular in Magadhi Prakrit ; and their irregula¬ 

rity is also quite peculiar to themselves. The corresponding (Magadhi) 

Prakrit forms are, namely, ?re, ire, (see Pr. Prak. XI, 15). These 

forms are in the nominative singular masculine ; the final y being the 

Magadhi substitute for- the common Prakrit termination % (Pr. Prak. 

XI, 10.). Their corresponding neuter would be ire, yre, ire. These 

represent the Sanskrit forms Tlrf, ynf. Here the Sanskrit dental <T of 

the past participle affix rf has become in (Magadhi) Prakrit lingual and 

this in Marathi-Gaurian has changed to y?. This change of Skr. rf and 

Prakrit re to yr, however, is in Marathi not confined to the three past 

participles Jiyf, but has become universal, as got loose is * 

etc. ; and therefore it is not the irregularity peculiar to these three 

participles. The peculiar irregularity of those three participles is in Prakrit, 

indeed, their change of the Skr. <T to re ; but in Marathi the peculiar 

irregularity is not the change of re to yr, but of the first ^ to y; compare 

Magadhi Prakrit lire, yrre, ire, with Marathi-Gaurian JiyT, ifyG But 

this peculiar Marathi change of to y is also explained by the Prakrit; for, 

fortunately, in regard to one of the three (viz., %%y) the change shows itself 

already in Prakrit. Here, namely, we meet with the past participle form 

cff%eff or for Sanskrit For #%eff we find also #fyyf or 

They are derived from the original past participial form e?re or yryj or yry. 
To this the peculiar Prakrit affix yr is added (hence yryyr or ^ryiyi); then 

the first ^ is changed to y by the rule of Pr. Prak. I, 5. (hence 'yyyr or 

%yryr) ; then the termination is weakened to (hence and 

We have now traced the origin of the Marathi form ^%°inits 

various steps. They are ; 1., Skr. 2., Mag. Prak. yreor ytyj, 3., Prak. 

yiyr^ ; 4., Pr. yty^; 5., Pr. or y-fyr% 6., Mar. Gaur. (old) %pyre, 7.,. 

Mar. #yp That is, the terminal y of the Marathi form t^yf is not derived 

from the terminal yj of the Prakrit form yre, but from the terminal dissyllable 

or yy of the Prakrit form yifyjN or ytfyrd. In other words, we have 

arrived at exactly the same result as that of the previous examination of the 

infinitives. But to this another result must now be added ; viz., that the 

* The mase. forms in yfj here and wherever else mentioned in these essays, are 

old Marathi. 
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terminal dissyllable Tri, to which nothing corresponding exists in Sanskrit, 

is owing to the addition of the Prakrit affix ^. 

Now by an exactly analogous process we may derive from the Magadhi 

Prakrit forms TRf and 7P§, first the intermediate Prakrit forms 7if%^ and 

; and next, the Marathi forms 71 and The identity of the 

process of their origin is guaranteed by the identity of their peculiar 

irregularities. 

But further, the neuter termination is not only found in those three 

past participles ir^f), but in all Marathi past participles. It follows 

therefore, that their formation must be analogous to that of the other three 

participles ; that is, that their termination pT cannot be derived from the 

Sanskrit or Prakrit termination rf, but from a Prakrit termination or 

frpii; in other words, from the base of the ordinary Prakrit past participles, 

increased by the peculiar Prakrit affix e. g., Mar. killed is not 

derived from Prakrit ?nfc?T or mric3?, but from the amplified Prakrit form 

TTrfbfp^i = = TTlftif or TifrirPli = = 

But that is not all. The result of the present enquiry must plainly 

be put into the form of a much more general law ; viz., whenever a Prakrit 

(or Sanskrit) neuter noun, be it a participle or a substantive or an adjec¬ 

tive, has a terminable monosyllable % but shows the termination ^ in its 

stead in Marathi; this Marathi termination v cannot be derived from the 

Prakrit terminal monosyllable % but must be derived from a Prakrit 

terminal dissyllable or (for or obtained by adding the 

Prakrit affix to the Prakrit base in ^f. No other Prakrit affix can here 

come in consideration (for effecting that increase of the base) ; 1., because 

no other affix beside is added ivithout affecting the meaning; and 2., 

because, thouo-h in a few cases one or two other affixes are added without 

any meaning, (e. g., Skr. lightning is in Prak. fq^or ; Ski*, 

ifor yellow is in Prak. ifHor see Pr. Prak. IV, 26), such addition 

of these affixes is confined to these isolated cases, while the addition of 3f is 

most common and may be made to any noun (Pr. Prak. IV, 25) ; and 3., 

moreover in order to account for the Gaurian terminal forms €rf, etc., the 

elision of the consonant of the affix is necessary ; now «?[ can be elided, but 

is not elided. 

The results which have been set forth so far, might have been equally 

well arrived at by taking the case of a Hindi past participle. B. g., it is 

* It is noteworthy that in tho Gatha dialect (or vulgar Sanskrit) “nouns and 

participles are frequently lengthened by the addition of tho syllable qy as ■yT^rp^T, 

TT^HPrtiT, wwtwb ^TTlfcPfiT:, (Muir> 
Sanskrit Texts, vol. II, p. 122). Mark, how often tho terminal syllable changes to 
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\£/ 

said is in the Braj Bhasha . This is the nom. sing, neuter ; the masc. 

would he the feni. The corresponding form to qnpf is in Sanskrit 

and in Prakrit or Now the form could not yield 

the Hindi form qnpf, because the vowel \ of the Prakrit form is present 

in the semivowel of the Hindi form and the remaining terminal 4 cannot 

give ^jf, according to general glottic law. But if we add the favourite 

Prakrit affix ^ to qff44, everything is natural and easy. For qrf4rr4 would 

be in Prakrit ^f4^f4, and this in Hindi-Gaurian or qrfjf (just as 

^4 ego becomes %f). 

According to this theory, then, the original of the Gaurian neuter 

terminations 4, ^4 4f 4, is the Prakrit terminal dissyllable or ^4, 

which, according to Gaurian law,# becomes in old Gaurian ?;4 or ^Ef4 or ^f4. 

If this be really the case, it might not unreasonably by expected, that traces 

of those original terminal forms ^4, ^4, ^4 may be found in Gaurian. 

Such examples I am, indeed, able to produce; and they will be a further 

confirmation of the truth of my theory. Only this is to be observed. The 

Gaurian terminal forms ^4, ^4, ^4, are very slightly, if at all really, 

different from the Prakrit terminal form ^4 (for Skr. ^4), ^4 (for Skr. 

and ^4 (for Skr. w4). If, therefore, the Gaurian forms at all 

existed, they can only have existed in the earliest period of the Gaurian, 

when it was yet only a modified and decayed form of Prakrit. In Hindi 

we have no literature dating so far back. The earliest Hindi work known 

at present is the epic of Chand, which is already subsequent to that period ; 

how much subsequent, it is not easy to say ; but it is in Chand, that we 

find traces of those original Gaurian neuter terminations ; only, for the 

reason now explained, they must not be expected to be very common, -j* 

Such examples are the following : 

* This Gaurian law has been repeatedly referred to in these essays, though I 

have never distinctly stated it. It is this; Gaurian cannot tolerate the hiatus of 

vowels created by the Prakrit, through ejecting the medial single mute consonants 

of the Sanskrit; and in order to prevent such hiatus, Gaurian either makes Sandhi 

of the vowels or separates them by inserting the (euphonious) semivowels or 

It should be noted, in order to prevent misunderstanding, that Gaurian sometimes 

creates hiatus of its own ; these, of course, it retains. The law has only reference to 

hiatus, created by Prakrit, e. g., Skr. becomes in Prak. y • in Gaur. 

(Hindi); Skr. in Prak. in Gaur. ^77^; Skr. 

in Prak. or in Gaur. (Mar.) or (Hindi) ; 

Skr. 4nxfcf, Pr. 44^4, Gaur. Skr. 71 cp, Pr. tt4t, Gaur. jy^y • Skr ^y;j 

Pr. Gaur. f^T^T, etc. 

f On account of Marathi being so much more conservative of its Prakritic character, 

I should expect old Marathi to afford many more examples of those Gaurian neuter 

terminations ; but unfortunately I have had no opportunity of examining any old 

MaratLfi work. 
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■qr% rrnrq i 

II I, 26. 

Or ^.rf^Rqiqr^ i qrfqq fr ^ qq^ n 

^ ^ TM I f^^STT fc*r II IV, 220. 230. 

or 

qrqw fq^Kq II 

qTtq q?T I 

^ W ^ftq *rnrq II IV, 204 207. 

qrf^g ^rr qqrb I fw*f qtr*n$R n IV, 278. 

An instance of the neuter in occurs, e. g., in the following verse : 

q»T ^Tf% q^q l 

TT^t^r qT ^tf^R II I, 26. 

In the last verse vrrfsR and Tifaq are probably contractions of qq-fq-q and 

T«Ti*T^ for Skr. vn^*ffq and "qqqtq in the sense of the infinitive. In the 

former verses ^WT^R stands for qqq for qq', qnj^q for qnrnr 

fq^TPR for fq^TR; ^T*R for wq; qiqfi for qiq. And the only, and 

natural, way of explaining the origin of these amplified forms is by the 

theory that the shorter forms were increased by the addition of the Prakrit 

affix qr; thus we should have (with the usual elision of qr ) the Prakrit 

forms q^i% ^TXK% fWTP% qiqqj and finally these forms 

would change in Gaurian by the usual insertion of the euphonic q into 

^wrr, qqq, etc.* 

Such neuters as etc., prove clearly that general principle 

which has been stated already, that the Prakrit affix qr was not only added 

to participles past passive, but also to substantives and adjectives ; though 

this is a fact, which perhaps hardly needed to be particularly stated. But 

these neuters account very well for the Marathi neuter adjectives and 

substantives in q as ^3^ high, tanlc, etc. For the termination qfq as 

previously shown naturally contracts into q .f Hence, e. g., ^^"presupposes 

an older form which stands for just as qJljT«R for qj^rrsT. 

Me have now seen that the Prakrit neuter nouns (Part., Adj., Subst.) 

may pass into the Gaurian either in the general form of their base ending 

# I may add here, once more, in explanation, that it is not to be supposed that 

every Gaurian neuter actually passed through these different steps of phonetic 

modification. The process of neuter formation, detailed here, only took place really 

when Gaurian first separated form Prakrit. After it had become the rule in Gauriau, 

that neuters must end in or q or many neuters, of course, were formed 

which never passed through any of the steps of the process ; e. g. the neuter q^q 

is formed direct form the Sanskrit qq. If it had passed really (as ideally it must bo 
c\ 

supposed to have passed) through that process, it would liavo been eithor qqq- or 
. , t. <\ ' 

q«qqj for the Prakrit of qq is qoq. 
vj Cv ^ . 

f In Col. Vans Kennedy’s Marathi Dictionary tho form vG is givon fo qq fear. 
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in % in which case these neuters terminate in Gaurian in ; or in the 

particular forms of their base ending in (amplified by the addition of 

the affix ^f). This termination becomes in old Gaurian ^T?i. Instances 

of old Gaurian neuters in have been adduced. In modern Gaurian the 

termination is contracted to if; and this neuter terminal form we have 

in Marathi. 

But the old Gaurian termination is not the only form which the 

Prakrit termination assumes in Gaurian. The Prakrit 

termination (or suffers in Prakrit already a twofold deteriorating 

process. It changes sometimes into (or i;^), sometimes into (or 

This deterioration is found in Prakrit only in a few and isolated 

cases ; hut in Gaurian it has assumed much greater dimensions, and has 

affected, as we shall presently see, whole classes of nouns. It is therefore 

doubtlessly more appropriate to consider these phonetic modifications of the 

original Prakrit termination as a Gaurian one, than as a Prakrit one. 

This should he noted, as it has some hearing on the question of the presence 

or absence of an oblique form of the Gaurian nouns which have this modified 

terminal form. For proofs of the deterioration of the Prakrit base- 

termination into and I must refer more especially to the 

examination of the Gaurian masculine and feminine nouns in ^ and 3T. In 

the Mrichchhakati the form (the Prak. modification of the Sanskrit 

Hfirf) often alternates with Again, the Sanskrit scorpion, 

itself already modified from an original form becomes in Prakrit 

or or (cf. Pr. Prak. I, 15).# Again, the Sanskrit TTTcgaff 

becomes in Prakrit (for cf. Prak. Prak. I, 29) ; that is 

first changes to iTTcr^f, (by Pr. Prak. I, 27 ; next to ^TTcJ^f). If' the Prakrit 

base termination in may change to or in the case of masc. and 

fern., it is plain that it may do so also in the case of neuters. In Gaurian 

the Prakrit neuter terminations ( = xyft) and are slightly 

modified ; viz., in old Gaurian to and ^3^, and in modern Gaurian to ^ 

and e. g., pearl is in Skr. in Prak. ^TtJT or The latter 

has a bye-form or (Skr. and this changes in old 

Gaurian to ^Tprffi, in modern Gaurian (Marathi) to iffirf. That this 

is the true derivation of the final of is proved by such neuter 

nouns as qjxiiT water, pepper, butter, curds. For qpfrt repre¬ 

sents an old form a Prakrit form and Skr. qpntuTij ffiff repre¬ 

sents an old Gaurian a Prakrit and Skr. an old 

Gaurian Prak. or and a Sanskrit cf an old 

* But tbo unmodified form or must have existed also in 

Prakrit. This is proved by the Naipali which has for scorpion, (soe St. Luke xi. 

12, x. 19.), while the Hindi lias and the Maraffif 
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Gaurian , a Prak. or and Sanskrit Again touch is 

in Sanskrit in Prakrit Tffo or ufoqf; the latter lias a bye-form 

or (with the meaning branch of a river) which changes in old 

Gaurian to and in modern Gaurian (Marathi) to This derivation 

is proved by such neuter nouns as tear which stands for a Prakrit 

or and a Sanskrit ; and yoke which stands for Prakrit and 
C\ vj 

Sanskrit arpTR.* J s 
We have how discovered the derivation of all the Gaurian neuter 

terminal forms ; viz. 

Mar. y is derived from old Gaur. and Prak. 

r> ?j j? ?> v jj jj 01 

?> either 5? ?? 

Hindi Iff 
or 

L). . 
> is derived „ 

\3cf 

or€jf 

or 

yy ^ ) 

U ( = ^) 

j? '* ̂  ( = ^RV) 

^ or wt 
Gujar. ) v 

* ' '1' C ^ ” ” ” ” ” 
JNaipali ) 

The neuter terminal forms, of which the derivations are here given, are 

the terminations of the direct forms of the Gaurian neuter nouns. We will 

now proceed to examine the oblique forms of the same nouns. And it will 

be seen that this examination will confirm the result already attained. 

We will first take the Marathi neuter nouns in #. These are divided 

into three classes ; (1) those which have no oblique form at all, as a C\ 
kind of vegetable ; (2) those which have an oblique form in "^T, (i. e., 

substitute for 4), as rff pony, oblique form W1FT ; (3) those which have 
# \*J \t) • • 

an oblique form in ^T, (i- e., substitute for ^), as tfT^ ship, oblique form 

rTTM (or rfRM). Now if we turn back to the list of derivations of the direct 

forms given above, we find a twofold derivation of the direct form in 

and it will be easily seen, that there is a close agreement between the two¬ 

fold derivation of the direct form, and the three-fold formation of the 

* Some other neuters of this kind are the following; ship for Prakrit 7f j ag) 

bye-form of rTTT^f and Sanskrit a raft, float; 31 bile for Prakrit bye- 

fonn of Jiusri (= ampliiiecl from Sanskrit bile for Prak. bye- 

form of g-svf, and Sanskrit fq^cfTR. Again circumvallation for Prak. ^ and 

Skr. powder for Prak. and Sankrit cfce^RR ; handle for Prak. 

(— vj^efj), amplified from Sanskrit The change of the Skr. comp. cons, 

into vj is noticeable and exceptional; the regular change is into ^ (see Pr. Pr. Ill, 

40.), VI being the regular representative of ^ (see Pr. Pr. Ill, 12). Note also that 

the Hindi equivalent of the Mar. sf voice is gr^TT or of > the former of which would 

represent a Prak. form gp^ for (oTJPtf). The form occurs in the old Hindi 

of Chand ; e. g. in the verse. 

^JIR rfv>i ^ II Devagin Katlui v. 22. 

11 h 
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oblique form. Namely (1), neuter nouns in which have an oblique form 

in ^T, are derived from a Prakrit base in ) ; and (2) neuter 

nouns in qf which have an oblique form in qr, are derived from a Prakrit 

base in ; and (3) neuter nouns in which have no oblique 

form at all, are derived or rather modified from Prakrit neuter nouns in 

vjqjf ( == v^est). Examples will explain this further. A neuter of the first 

class is cub; in Sanskrit the word is fqn: masculine, hut the neuter 

(in diminutive or endearing sense) would he fir#. The latter, in Prakrit, is fq# 

or fquqi or fqwqj. Again, the last of these fqwqj, changes in Gaurian to fqfrT 

and this to fqw\ The latter is the present Marathi direct form of the 

word. Now the genitive of the Prakrit fquqj is fqW'^qH' or fqirqn^r or 

fq^T^F^. The last of these becomes in Gaurian fqsp^T or (contracted by 

Gaurian law) fqwi, which is the present Marathi oblique form of the word. 

Again, q^T boil is a neuter of the second class. The Sanskrit is masc. 

or Terg^f neuter. In Prakrit the latter becomes q^qj, which must have 

had a (probably- vulgar) bye-form q'^qj; ami this form q^qj changes in 

Gaurian to q^rq (or perhaps q^jq), and this to qq5f,# and this to q<|f, 

which last is the present Marathi form of the word. Now the genitive of 

the Prakrit q^qj is q^^TOf or q^w or q^qjpq. The last of these forms 

becomes in Gaurian q^p^T or (contracted by Gaurian law) qqqT, which is 

the present Marathi oblique form of the word. Dadoba in his Marathi 

Grammar admits only this form ; but the Manual apparently admits also a 

form q^rqT. If this be correct, the oblique form in ^qT, doubtlessly, is 

merely a euphonic modification of the original oblique form in UT, in order 

to obviate the difficulty of pronouncing a double consonant.f Again 

is a neuter of the third class. I know no Sanskrit or Prakrit etymology 

for this or most of the neuters of this class, though, no doubt, some of them 

may have such an etymology. But they all have been evidently so much 

phonetically modified by the Gaurian, that their origin is almost unrecogniz¬ 

able. And having thus a purely Gaurian form, it is no wonder, that 

they are subject to Gaurian law, and admit no oblique form at all; that is, 

they belong to the proper Gaurian element. I ought to mention, however, 

that Dadoba (in his Grammar, §. 198., p. 72) does not admit these neuters 

at all ; neither is any of them found in Col. Vans Kennedy’s Marathi 

dictionary ; and, lastly, Marathi Pandits of Benares, of whom I have enquired, 

do not know them.J Even according to the Manual which enumerates them 

on p. 29., §. G7, 7., they are only a very few (about 18 altogether) ; and 

even of these some are optionally Frdhritic and admit the oblique 

fo rm in qr or q(T. They are the following 
c\ <\ Cv C\ C\ 

* In Ban gall or commonly change to qg, seo Forbes’ Gr pp. 160-4. 

f The separation of a compound consonant by means of an inserted euphonic 

q? or ^ is rather common in Gaurian. 

X I have seen, however, since that Molesworth gives them all in his dictionary. 
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>2/ v2/ 

WIW, 

* 4^, 
C\ 

, * * * # ^T*TT^T, 
'N 

^ v2/ _vl< \*/ \2» vi; 

* , , q^, W, W\, 
# 7^^- # Those marked with two asterisks have optionally 

V-f V W 

ff. * 1*K- 
an obi. form in ^t, and those marked with one asterisk an obi. form in qr. 

This latter fact is explained by the circumstance, that, as has been already 

noticed, the deterioration of the termination (or to (or ^) 

took place, as it were, on the confines of the Prakrit and Gaurian, and that, 

therefore, the neuter nouns which exhibit this deterioration, are sometimes 

treated as Prdkritic, sometimes as Proper Gaurian. As regards the two 

other classes; that which has the oblique form in ^7 (i. e., 1st class), 

contains all the neuter nouns in the only exceptions being- those already 

mentioned as proper Gaurian, and the following nine nouns boil, W 

yoke, fTT^ ship, haft, ^ scar, iron ring, qivf sauce, qff^ branch of a 
<K 

river, boil, which form together with those marked with two asterisks in 
Ov 

the list of proper Gaurian neuters (hence altogether 13) the 2nd class, i. e., 

that which has an oblique form in MT. The paucity of the nouns of this 

class cannot surprise, if we consider, that the deterioration of the termination 

into can only have taken place quite exceptionally. 

Next, we come to the Gujarati and Naipali neuter nouns in Gf, and the 

Marwari neuter nouns in qjf. They all have an oblique form in ^T, and 

are evidently, as regards the formation both of the direct and oblique form, 

identical with the first class of the Marathi neuter nouns in Ni E. g., gold 

in Naipaliis in Sanskrit it is in Prakrit or or 

The last form becomes in Gaurian %T^f, and this changes to 

and this to^JT*f\ which last is the present Gujarati direct form of the word. 

Now the genitive of the Prakrit is or or 

The last of these forms changes in Gaurian to bT*rq?T and this to MRT, 

which last form, with the addition, apparently, of a final nasal ^RT (the 

meaning of which will he explained afterwards), is the present Gujarati 

oblique form of the word. As another representative example, we may take 

the Gujarati infinitive ePR* to do, to which the Marwari infinitive qrcbf 

corresponds. The derivation of these infinitives has already been explain¬ 

ed. They are formed from the Sanskrit participle future passive in qqj. 

The Sanskrit is in early Prakrit this is («tfftcT«j or) qfixNcfi, in later 

Prakrit or qrrsq or amplified the last of these qiTRG changes 

in Gaurian to which is the present Marwari direct form of the word, 

* To this class of neuter nouns belong all Marathi diminutives, which are neuter 

• ^ y nouns m ts. or ^ . 

f This amplified form admits a two-fold explanation. Either it may bo 

formed from the form qfToq by the usual addition of the affix qr (being originally 

^^•sqG) 5 or> which is perhaps more probable, the affix qR may have become in 
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and next to ^yvf or efiTcf, which last is the present Gujarati direct form 

of the word. Now the genitive of the Prakrit is or 

^To^f^r or The last of these changes in Gaurian to ^ryM^T and 

finally (contracted by Gaurian law) to ^ryHT which is the present Gujarati 

and Marwari oblique form of the word. The Naipali neuter nouns in ^ 

are the infinitives. While, e. g., the Gujarati has ^ycf to do, and the 

Marwari 3ty9f, the Naipali has .# The derivation of these infinitives 

has also been already explained. They are derived from the Sanskrit 

participle future passive in The Sanskrit therefore is ; in 

Prakrit it is sjrysfH or and (broadened) This last form 

changes in Gaurian to (or which is the present direct form of 

the word in the Braj Bhasha, next to 3fTy«T^ which is the present Alwari 

direct form of the word, and, finally, to v*h, which is the present Naipali 

direct form of the word. Now the genitive of the Prakrit form is 

^ryw^^T or or efry^^jrf. The last of these becomes in Gaurian 

or, contracted by Gaurian law, ^fy«n, which is the present Naipali 

oblique form of the word.f 

The final nasal which appears in the oblique form of Gujarati neuter 

nouns in is puzzling.£ At first sight, one might take it as an inorganic 

Prakrit, not only but also and (with elision of or (^jfkyj) 

and (broadened) '^■3^ (comp, vedic having gone, Prak. In the latter 

case the process of development of ^yyTis this ; Skr. Prak. or 

tfrfVxfjvpj = = e^y^^j; Gaur eftyif = efiy^. In this case 

the single ^ of the Gaurian form is explained by the Prakrit itself. In the other case 

it must be explained by the Gaurian law according to which a Prakrit similar double 

consonant is reduced to the single consonant. The Marathi form Ms contracted 

either from the Prakrit form (which becomes in old Gaurian ^yy^ij) or from 

the Prak. form (Compare the note at the end of the essay). 

* In St. Luke’s gospel the Naipali infinitive is spelled without the final nasal; 

thus ^Tcjf\ This may be mere inaccuracy ; or, if it is correct, we must assume that the 
' v» 

original final nasal is dropped, as so often in modern Gaurian. This view is confirmed 

by the fact that traces of that Gaurian tendency of dropping the final neuter nasal, 

appear also in Gujarati, where, according to Edalji’s Grammar, the neuter may end in 

^ as well as in yj e. g., gold is both yp-^ and 

f This Prak. from becomes in Gaurian contracted into which is 

the present Marathi direct form of the word. 

J This final nasal, I think, should be written as an anunasika. In Hindi, at all 

events, all final and medial Gaurian nasals are anunasikas, but all medial (there are no 

final nasals of this kind) Sanskritic or Prdkritic nasals are annswaras. I am inclined to 

think that this rule obtains not only in Hindi, but in all Gaurian languages ; it 

certaiidy does, as far as my limited acquaintance with the pronunciation of the other 

Gaurian languages enables me to judge. In Hindi, karenge they will do “ is y°3[ not 

; evening is (Skr. yrmn, Prak. ^yffi) • true is yp^r (Skr. yr<*}; Pr. ^) ; 
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addition for a mere euphonic purpose, or to distinguish the neuter oblique 

form from the (otherwise identical and indistinguishable) masculine oblique 

form, or to assimilate the neuter oblique form to the neuter direct form. The 

addition of an inorganic final nasal occurs here and there in Gaurian, as e. g. 

in the negative particle *TF#f or and in the noun (Skr. ; 

Prak. Trt). The Gujarati Grammar of the Rev. Joseph Van S. Taylor 

does not admit a neuter oblique form with a final nasal at all (see §. 140. 

44., pp. 2G-29). Even in Mr. Sh. Edalji’s Grammar the forms with the final 

nasal seem to he allowed only as optional (see §. 94., p. 40). Under these 

circumstances the conclusion appears to be justified that the final nasal is 

inorganic, and, in fact, an incorrect addition made perhaps for some reason 

like those suggested above. If, however, the final nasal should be organic, 

the only solution—by no means satisfactory to my own mind—that I can 

suggest for the present is this ; the Sanskrit neuter nouns in \ and ^ 

insert a nasal («T or xrr) before the affix of the genitive ; e. g., water 

has Gen. qiyfV^jn ; curds has Gen. ; 3T7y heavy has Gen. 

sweet has Gen. 'SIN"?!'! In Prakrit this use, as an optional one, is extended 

even to the masculines in \ and e. g., fire has Gen. (or 

wind llas Gen. or This renders it not improbable 

that perhaps in' later or vulgar Prakrit that use was even more extended, 

viz., also to neuter nouns in so that, e. g., gold would have not only 

saint is jfi^yy^ (Skr. Pr. and 37T^T*ft); where is ^^y Skr. is iy w 

or (Skr. -yy^I Pi*, etc., etc. In all these and like words, tlie nasal is 

pronounced by Natives as an anusasika, not as an anuswara. They are all proper 

Gaurian words. But in Prdlcritic words, as Tpjjy healthy, ^rjqy long, fiyjy cloch, etc., and 

in Sanshritic words, as ^p^Ujy evening, joined, etc., etc., the nasal is pronounced by 

Natives as an anuswara. The difference may, perhaps, be best illustrated by the 

French and English ; langage, exemple, environs are pronounced with what Pandits 

would call the anunasika, but language, example, environs, are pronounced with what 

they would call the anuswara. There is an essential difference between the two nasals. 

The anunasika is a mere nasalization, which maybe given to any sound (commonly to 

a vowel, but also to consonants), and therefore a mere modification of a sound 

(■^Trr^yfj) but not a distinct sound itself; while the anuswara is a distinct and 

separate nasal sound (eyw). See Max Muller’s Lectures on the Science of Languages, 

2nd vol., p. 1G4. Panini 1, 1. 8. 8, 3. 23. 24. In poetry the distinction of the two nasals 

is clear and important; the anuswara makes the preceding vowel always long, while the 

anunasika has no influence on it whatever. In modern printed books, unfortunately, the 

distinction between the anunasika and anuswara is very rarely and incorrectly observed. 

Those printed by natives are in this respect generally more exact, than those edited by 

foreigners. In future, in these essays all modern Gaurian nasals will bo represented 

by the anunasika. In quotations, however, from the oldest Hindi, of Chand, I shall, 

forthe present, retain the anuswara ; as there may bo some uncertainty as to the date, 

when the old anuswara of the Prakrit was changed by tho Gaurian into the mere 

anunasika. 
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a Gen. but also ; and similarly a Gen. or 

The latter form miglit easily originate the Gaurian 

forms next finally 3JTWT. This theory appears to receive 

some confirmation from the Marwari where the oblique form of the pronouns 

generally ends in R or the anuswara, e. g., his_ is ; it corresponds to 

the Hindi ; and as is a Prakrit genitive (see Essay 2nd), 

so perhaps is a corruption of a Prakrit genitive 1RT ( = Sanskrit 

Next we proceed to the Marathi neuter nouns in fG Their oblique 

form ends in ’€fi. E. g„, ftprf pepper is derived from the Sanskrit 

in Prakrit it is ; in Gaurian or, contracted, n?*cf. The 

genitive of the Prakrit fcrfx^T is or iVnCRR or The 

last of. these forms becomes in Gaurian fTrfwr or (contracted by Gaurian 

law) which is the present Marathi oblique form of the word. Again 

mvif water is derived from, the Sanskrit Ti vitfi; this becomes in Prakrit 

(Pr. Pr. i, 18) ; and the latter changes in Gaurian to The genitive 

of the Prakrit is or or tttPwRR, of which the last 

form changes in Gaurian to xnf^r^T or XJTWT, the present Marathi oblique 

form of the word. Again milk is derived from the Sanskrit ; in 

Prakrit it is or <ri or or The last of these forms becomes 

in Gaurian and this contracts into . The genitive of the Prakrit 

is or or The last of these forms changes 

in Gaurian to and is contracted into ^lUT, the present Marathi oblique 

form of the word. Again 'ifirft , pearl is in Sanskrit (or in Prakrit 

it is ^ItTT or^lffRfT or (diminutive) or #rpfrar The last of these forms 

becomes in Gaurian infrrfi, and this contracts into . The genitive of 

the Prakrit ibfri^ is ^TpfRJW or or The last of these 

changes in Gaurian to ^Tpr^T, and is contracted to iRTcErr, the present 

Marathi oblique form of the word. 

There remain for consideration the Marathi neuter nouns in N and the 

Hindi neuter nouns in To these is to be added a Naipali class 

of neuter nouns which I have only met with in the oblique form ending in 

^T, and the direct form of which, I think, would probably end in ijf or 

perhaps in ^ A comparison of the passages, in which the Naipali oblique 

form in occurs, shows us the following points concerning them ; 1., they 

are (adjective) nouns of agency; e. g., St. Luke viii. 5. W TR PrWJT, 

i. e., High Hindi PpSRTT; again ^ 

i. e., H. H. %; again St. Luke xxii. 21. %t 

^TcT, i• C-, H. H. liifi ^TT ; again St. Luke xxii. 20, 

^r i. e. IP. H. ^ again 

i. e., H. H. fcT^Tfr ^>T In the two last examples the 

oblique form is clearly an adjective (qualifying ^ and fgvf) ; but in tlie 

others also it is an adjective, though put by itself and thus used substantively. 

* See, liowcver, a note at the end of this essay. 
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Further in the first example we have it as a nominative ; in the second as a 

dative ; and in the fifth as a genitive. 2., These oblique forms belong to words 

which are equivalent to Hindi and Marathi infinitives or gerunds ; this can 

he seen clearly by comparing the Hindi and Naipali in the above examples ; 

compare also Naipali Hfyy with Hindi «^T ; and Naipali 

3ft with Marathi qff frcurr, etc. 3, These oblique forms 

are genitives. This may he seen from the fact that in the above examples 

fwr^T and gpWFSrajT the oblique forms and 

are equivalent to the Hindi genitive efyy, 3\T. Again in 

Naipali is = a hearer : the plural of it is lit. hearer's 

multitude = ^«T^T3rr^ qtl fly. Here in the plural word is clearly 

in the genitive case. A little consideration will show, that, in fact, these 

oblique forms cannot be anything else hut genitives. The words to which 

they belong are, as we have seen, infinitives, that is, verbal nouns expressing 

an act. On the other hand, the oblique forms themselves are, as we have 

also seen, adjective nouns of agency. Now the only way of turning a noun 

expressing an act, into a noun expressing an agent doing that act, is by 

putting it in the genitive case and supplying a common noun (as man) 

either expressed or understood. By doing this, the noun of act in the 

genitive case becomes equivalent to an adjective expressing the possession 

of the act by the supplied noun which is qualified by the adjective, e. g., 

is hearing ; and the genitive if ttstw man he supplied, (i. e., 

or Naipali ‘STTRyr), is a man of hearing, that is, a 

man who hears. Here efry or yp^y is equivalent to an adjective. The 

word ‘fFT'Sj need not he expressed, and the adjective may be used by itself 

as a substantive noun of agency. 

Now if these Naipali oblique forms in yfy must he genitives, they can 

only be Prakrit (organic) genitives, modified, of course, by Gaurian phonetic 

laws. It has been already shown that the Gaurian infinitives or gerunds 

are identical with the Sanskrit or Prakrit future participles passive. And 

it can be easily shown that, according to the phonetic process explained in 

the beginning of this essay, the Gen. Sing, of the Prakrit will assume the 

Naipali oblique form in Gaurian. E. g., to hear (the dhatu) is ^ ; the Skr. 

Part. Fut Pass, of it is in Prak. or^rfqj^ ; the Prak. Gen. 

is or ^yrfvr^y^ or The last form changes probably in 

late Prakrit to ypnfqT3}T or ^prBr^T, and finally is contracted in Gaurian 

(by Sandhi according to Gaurian law) to which is the present 

Naipali form of the word. 

This view of the Naipali nouns of agency in *jt, is confirmed by the 

Bangali, which possesses nouns of agency in ‘W^Tt^T and y3T, as or 

^■yfy^l doer (see Sama Churn Sircar’s Grammar pp. 149., and 153.)* To the 

* Tlio forms in sryy and •yij, as ^yyy and doer are probably, merely contrac¬ 

tions of those in ^•cyx and ^fiTSjT. 
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Naipali hearer and the Hindi would correspond the Bangali 

^«Tf#*7T; and to the Hindi form (in Braj Bliasha) or or (in 

Marwari) yy?Rr (the alternative Low Hindi forms of ypT «T) would correspond 

the Bangali ^jfsRT. It is evident that the Bangali nouns of agency in ^f?TNT 

and are derived from the two Skr. and Prak. Part. Put. Pass, in and 

rf^T in the sense of the infinitive or of a noun expressing act ; and that (as 

regards form) they are equivalent to the organic genitive of those participles, 

and thus came to signify the agent. Thus the Part. Put. Pass, of the root 

^ (Prak. to hear is either (Skr. or or vypnrr^f 

(Skr. RUT^l). The genitive of the former (^Tyrpg or by Sandhi is 

or or pff'f 1 yr, of which forms the last changes in 

Gaurian to ypffHNT, the present Bangali form of the word. Again the 

genitive of the other Prakrit form or is yjfAoquyr or 

or ygwRR, of which the last form changes in Gaurian to yyvRT, the present 

Bangali form of the word. 

The Bangali nouns of agency in and RT (or Tij and ^t) and the 

Naipali nouns of agency in *n are, then, Prakrit genitives, or, looked at 

from the Gaurian standpoint, oblique forms ; they all require, to complete 

their sense of agency, the supplement of some common noun (as man). 

This noun is, however, suppressed and in course of time the real genitive- 

nature of those nouns of agency was forgotten, and they came to he 

considered as regular original adjective or substantive nouns ;# and, 

accordingly, to be declined as if their form were a nominative singular. 

Hence we meet in Naipali with a genitive %f, Dat. ypRJT ^TT<G as if 

were theNom. Sing. e. g\, St. Luke xxii. 21.; TiK %T 

^TcT W #3T #RT *nf«? W, (i. e., H. H. etc.) ; or St. Luke 

xix. 24. ~TIT ^ (i. e., H. H. Bfit ^l). Similarly 

in Bangali the nouns of agency may be declined. In illustration of this 

phenomenon, I may refer to a parallel one in German. Some of the modern 

German surnames are the Latin genitive of original Christian names ; but 

now they are considered and are declined as regular original nouns in the 

nominative case. E. g\, such names as Jacobi, Georgii are really genitives 

to which filius “ son” is to be added; Jacobi meant originally, the son of 

Jacob ; Georgii, the son of George ; and they are declined as Jacobisphiloso_phie, 

the philosophy of Jacobi, as if Jacobi were a nominative. Similarly such 

names as Stevens are really genitives ; for Stevens is properly Steven's son. 

* A very similar phenomenon happened in the formation of the direct form of the 

plural in some Gaurian languages; e. g., Naipali hearers (lit. hearer’s 

multitude) corresponds to Hindi yjcpFRrif,’ where some noun like ifr must be 

supplied. Thus Naipali of ViT^T hungry =: Hindi (or complete ViA 

ijy). This will be fully discussed in a future essay on the inliexional base of the 

Plural. 
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We must return now to the examination of the Marathi neuter nouns 

in ^ and Hindi neuter nouns in ^jf, %f, gf. The oblique form of the 

Marathi neuter nouns in ends in *?t ; that of Hindi neuters in , 

€ ends in E. g., done in Marathi is oblique form ; in old Hindi it 

is or oblique form or ;—high is in Marathi vfii] oblique 

form ^JT; in (High) Hindi WEfr (Braj Bliasha old Hindi #^f), obi. 

form 4%;—doing is in Marathi obi. form SfiT^r, in Hindi (Braj Bh.) 

3vC^T, obi. form ejr^, etc., etc. Here we see that the Hindi terminal ^ 

always stands in the place of a Marathi terminal Now if we put 

together this fact with the other fact, already stated, that in Gaurian the 

syllable (or etc.) is often contracted into the diphthong ^ ; and 

also with the fact noticed before, that the Naipali oblique form in 

corresponds to the Hindi oblique form in (as Naip.ili to Hindi 

«5vT«T); the conclusion must necessarily be drawn, that the terminal ^ of 

the Hindi oblique form of nouns is a contraction of an original termination 

^?r; and this will apply not only to the termination of the oblique form of 

Hindi neuter nouns, but also to that of Hindi masculine nouns in or ; 

for, e. g., the Hindi masculine noun (ip^fT or) ip^'T horse is identical with 

the Marathi (irrfr or) irr^T; and the oblique form of the latter iiT^T must 

also be identical with the oblique form of the former i?rtf; and so forth. 

The next question is, what is the origin of this original termination sp 

of the Gaurian oblique form of neuter nouns in ^jf, ^f, gf, tf, and their 

corresponding masculine nouns. Here the infinitives afford us again a clue 

to its right interpretation. A Hindi infinitive is, e. g., c?rt«n to do ; we 

have seen, it is derived from the Prakrit Now changes in 

the Nom. case successively into or . In the 

genitive case it changes successively from to 

And thus by phonetic changes, perfectly 

regular, natural and easy, we arrive at the direct form in and , and 

the oblique form in ^ of the Hindi neuter nouns. And the conclusion we 

draw, is that the termination of the Gaurian oblique form is a contraction 

of the termination of the Prakrit genitive; and this is the case also 

with all Hindi neuter nous which are not infinitives. E. g., the oblique 

form of the neuter noun fcffqf done must represent a Prakrit 

genitive (for = Skr. ^rT^f^?), which must have changed 

successively into or (with 

euphonic ^). Perhaps at first sight there will seem to be a difficulty in this 

theory. In the case of the infinitive both the direct form in l|p 

and the oblique form in ^ were traceable to an original Prakrit base in ^ ; 

on the other hand, as regards all other Hindi neuter nouns in or 

(as, e. g., pjrqf, etc.) their direct form in ^jr is derived from a Prakrit base 

in ; while, if the theory be correet, the oblique form in ^ must be derived 

from a Prakrit base in In other words the theory necessitates 

12 m 
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the assumption that Prakrit bases which in the nominative case ended 

in changed or deteriorated in the genitive case into To illus¬ 

trate this, let us take again the case of done. Its direct form 

represents a Prakrit nominative fNr^r, which changed successively into 

or f^T. The oblique form, as we have just seen, 

postulates a Prakrit genitive that is, the Prakrit nominative 

or with a base in has a genitive or with 

a base in Now though this change may surprise at first sight, there is 

really nothing irregular or extraordinary in it. It is a phenomenon which 

under certain phonetic circumstances regularly occurs. I have had occasion 

already to notice that the base termination (^3f) has a tendency to 
degenerate into ^ or Thus we have in the Mirchchhakati 

besides ; and for etc.f But the change has 

become an absolute rule in the feminine. Bases which in the masculine 
end in (^if) change always in the feminine into a base ending in 

(f and this rule obtains already in Sanskrit; e. g., Skr. masc. 

boy, but fern. ^tF^^TT girl; Prakrit masc. ^T^r^fT, fern. 3Tf%^rr, etc. The 

reason of this change, probably, is that, as the ultimate in the feminine is 

heavily weighted (by changing to ^fT), the penultimate is lightened (by 
changing to x). Now under exactly the same circumstances the same 

change evidently takes place in the later or vulgar Prakrit declension of 

bases in Take again the example of The Nom. sing, is 

The Gen. or or or At this stage, I think, 

the change must have taken place ; the form f^r^^TT would correspond exactly 
to an original feminine form ^T^r^fTT; and as the latter changed to 

so the former changed to f^rf^TT, and for the same reason ; because the 

ultimate had become for % the penultimate was shortened to for 

Next or changed to ; and this to FfR; or This 
theory applies equally to Hindi masc. nouns in or ^t. Take, e. g., 
horse. It is derived from the Prakrit base ijrg^T or irs^, which in the 

feminine becomes inf^rr cr The Nom. Sing, of the Masc. is sirs'3TT 
or sirs^T, which in Gaurian is contracted into i?T%T and changed to 

The Gen. Sing, of the masc. is or which changes successively 

to ir^r, %f^T, 3T^IT, which is the present Marathi 
oblique form, and finally to ifl%, which is the present Hindi oblique form of 
the word. 

There is another explanation possible of the Hindi oblique form in v; 

which is not open to the difficulty just now discussed. But it is open to 

* It should be noted, however, that, as explained previously, the Hindi infini¬ 
tive termination or ^ requires a change of the original Prakrit termination to 

; so that, practically, there is no difference in this respect between Hindi infini¬ 
tives and other Hindi neuter nouns. 

f See also some more examples in the note 5 on page 105. 
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other difficulties ; not only to one, but several, which moreover are more 

serious and much less capable of being surmounted. The explanation is 

this. The G-aurian diphthong y; can be not only a contraction of ITT, but 

also of ^r. If we suppose the latter to be the case in the Hindi oblique 

form in ^ there is no necessity of assuming a change of the Prakrit base 

termination into ^f. In this case the oblique form in ^ (e. g., f%i}) 

is to be explained thus ; the Prakrit genitives or change 

to to or At this stage, as I have shown on 

former occasions, the word passed into Gaurian, and, according to Gaurian 

rule, either Sandhi must take place, or a euphonic letter must be inserted, 

to prevent hiatus. The question is, which of these two alternatives happens. 

According to the present theory we must assume that the euphonic letter 

^[was inserted. Hence we get which finally changes to fojto; or 

So far there is no difficulty ; on the contrary it obviates the difficulty 

involved in the other theory of changing the base in into one in 

But there is positive evidence to show that of the two alternative cases just 

now mentioned, not the one here assumed (viz., insertion of ^), but the other 

(of Sandhi) took place in reality. In Marwari, namely, the oblique form 

is not but f%3JT, and what this fact indicates is this, that in the form 

f^fT^WT when it passed into Gaurian, not the insertion of a euphonic 

consonant but Sanclhi of the hiatus-vowels (^f and ^n) took plaee ; viz., 

was contracted into or (with euphonic ^) fejT^TT. Evidence of 

the same fact is the ISTaipali and Gujarati with their oblique form in ^T, 

which, as I have already shown, is the contraction of a terminal form 

e. g., Gujarati gold, obi. form *jt«TT; equivalent to Prakrit Nom. sing. 

and Gen. sing. or or or and 

contracted %*TT. It follows from all this that if the Prakrit base in 

remained unchanged in the process of transition of the Prakrit into Gaurian, 

the termination of the Prakrit genitive was contracted by Sandhi into ^T, 

and not changed, by the insertion of a euphonic ^, into ^*tt; and hence the 

origin of the termination ^ must be differently explained. And the 

explanation is, that there was an alternative case ; in some places the Prakrit 

base in remained unchanged, and gave rise to the oblique form in ; 

in other places the Prakrit base in was weakened to and thus 

gave rise to the oblique form in or E. g., the base gold re¬ 

mained unchanged in Gujarati and its genitive (for was 

contracted to ^T*TT; while in Hindustan, it was weakened to and its 

genitive was contracted to or 

The objection explained in the preceding remarks is only one of the 

reasons against the derivation of the termination y of the Hindi oblique form 

from an original termination ^stt. I shall now proceed to state a few more 

reasons against it, in order to remove as much as possible, all doubts as to 

the truth of the theory, that the termination stands for *jt, and this for 

( = T^T). 
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2. A second reason is this. To the Hindi oblique form in ^ the 

Marathi oblique form in ^|T corresponds and both must have an identical 

derivation. Now though ^ may be explained as a contraction of in 

Hindi, this cannot be done with Marathi ^T. In Marathi the initial 

consonant of the syllable ^TT is always compounded with the final 

consonant of the base. There does not seem to be any trace that it may 

be separated from the final consonant of the base, and pronounced as ; 

e. g., the oblique form of ifTfT horseis ijrfJT, but not ifT^f3?T. In the case of 

the oblique form in TT, the Manual admits an alternative form in ^TT; e. g. 

ship, obi. form or cTTTffi ; but in the case of the oblique form in 

I neither the Manual, nor Hadobas’s Grammar, nor any other grammar that 

I have consulted, admits an alternative form in If it had existed at 

all, it would surely have been mentioned by one or other of the gram¬ 

mars. Even the alternative form is doubtful, seeing that it is only 

mentioned by the Manual; but the alternative it appears, does not 

exist at all. Now this fact would be very improbable on the supposition 

that the form in is the original one, out of which the other (the present) 

form in "5JT arose by the suppression of the medial Such a suppression 

of a medial % indeed, is not uncommon in Gaurian ; but whenever it occurs* 

both forms remain equally current, the original one without the ^suppression 

and the derived one with the suppression ; and at all events, whatever the 

pronunciation may be, the spelling wherever accuracy is observed, follows the 

origin of the word. Thus in Hindi, though he knows is pronounced jdntd it is 

always by correct Nagari writers spelled jdnatd [i. e., ^TT«Trf7, not ojr^T). Now 

neither of these is the case with the Marathi oblique form in ; it is always 

spelled with the ^ compounded with the preceding consonant, and always so 

pronounced. Even if we should rely on the analogy of the oblique form in 

qq, it would not help us out of the difficulty. For, as I have shown formerly 

when treating of the Marathi neuter nouns in gf, the case is just the reverse 

with the obi. form in TT- There the original form is that in and the 

derived form is that in ^T, i. e., with the insertion of a euphonic ^ to 

prevent the necessity of pronouncing a compound consonant; such insertion 

being also not uncommon in Gaurian. If, therefore, the analogy of the 

oblique form in proves anything, it proves the very thing demanded by 

my theory ; viz. that the form in is the original form ; and if a form in 

should exist, it could only be a vulgar corruption of the form in *rr 

with inserted Further, it should also be noted, that even if two 

alternative forms in and should exist, this fact, though it might 

allow the opposite theory, would in no way contradict my theory; (for the 

form in ^r, as just shown, might be the original one) ; while if only one 

form in exists, this fact is altogether fatal to the opposite theory, but 

accords entirely with my theory. It seems certain, then, that, at all events in 

Marathi, the termination of the obi. form is original, and not reducible 
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to a form in But if this is the case, the Hindi corresponding 

termination ^ must also be a contraction of an original termination ^T, and 

not And further it follows, that both in Marathi and Hindi, the 

Prakrit base from which this oblique form in and y is derived, must have 

ended in 

3. In Marathi there is one exception to the rule that the initial 

consonant of the obi. form termination yq is compounded with the final 

consonant of the base. It is the gerund in According to both the 

Manual (see § iii, III.) andDadoba’s Grammar (see §. 463.) the oblique form 

of these gerunds does not end (as we should expect according to the analogy 

of other neuter nouns in y, as [obi. form ^ywr], ^iF[obl. ^^jrJ) in 

UT3JT, but in e. g., Tto do, obi. form ^yR£fT (not cSvCRJT), 

to go, obi. form ^TT^'T (not ^TRIT). Here the alternative form in 3JT does 

not exist at all. Now this exception proves the rule extremely well. It 

has been observed several times already that these Gaurian gerunds or 

infinitives in are derived from the Skr. and Prak. Part. Put. Pass, in 

rT^T, and it has been shown in a previous place, that the Sanskrit termination 

rfeST may become in Prak. ^*7; thus Skr. becomes Prak. (^ify^rNf or) 

or ^FTRERsi. The genitive of the latter form is efiy^^yg-, which 

changes to ^y^Tyr or or s^y^j^Rr. Here the form passes into 

Gaurian which, according to its law, contracts the form, by Sandhi of the 

hiatus-vowel, into ^fyRRT ; and thus we obtain the present Marathi 

oblique form. Now let it be noted that here the semivowel is not a 

euphonic insertion of the Gaurian, but an original, integral part of the word, 

taken over from the Prakrit. The case would be very different with any 

other neuter nouns, as e. g., fhigh. In Prakrit this neuter would be 

which in Gaurian would become ; the genitive of the Prakrit 

would be or or or in which last form it 

passes into Gaurian, and now if we are to obtain the form we must 

assume that the Gaurian inserts a euphonic yp This, as we have seen, is 

not the case ; the Gaurian, on the contrary, makes Sandhi under these 

circumstances ; we should obtain the form We see, therefore, that the 

reason why the oblique form of the Gerund in y differs from the oblique form 

of other neuters in y, is this, that the consonant \ of the former is organic, 

while the ^ of the other neuters would be an inorganic euphonic insertion. 

But, as I have proved by examples from the Gujarati, Naipali and Marwari, 

it is contrary to the habit of Gaurian to insert y[in this particular case ; it 

prefers to make Sandhi. Hence the difference under discussion proves, that 

the oblique form in must be explained in an altogether different way, and 

the' theory advanced by me, that it is the modified genitive form of a 

Prakrit base in fulfils all the requirements of the case. 

4. The oblique form in Rr is not altogether peculiar to Marathi neuter 

nouns in f, but it belongs also to the Marathi neuter nouns in Now 
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the oblique form of the latter originated, as I have shown formerly, from the 

genitive of Prakrit bases in ; and, as there is no reason to suppose that 

the oblique form in of the neuter nouns in y differs in nature from it, 

the former must also he derived from the genitive of Prakrit bases in 

E. g., curcls has the oblique form i- e. = 

which is the Gen. sing, of a base in 

Similarly the obi. form of yfi^gold, must be ijTR^T = = 

= (^fybfi^), i. e., the Gen. sing, of a base in 

There can be little doubt, then, I think that the Marathi oblique form 

in "SJT postulates a Prakrit base in and so also the Hindi oblique form 

in y, which is evidently identical in nature which the former. And I may 

here add, that this is true also of the Panjabi oblique form in y which is 

identical in nature and form with the Hindi obi. form in y. In consequence, 

it must be assumed that while the direct form in y , ^, of neuter 

nouns is derived from the nominative Sing, of a Prakrit base in the 

oblique form in of the same nouns is derived from the genitive Sing, of a 

Prakrit base in into which the Prakrit base in degenerated in the 

course of transition into Gaurian, in consequence of the final of the word 

having become heavily weighted in the genitive. 

5. Moreover in Hindi, there is one instance which affords us positive 

evidence of the fact, that the obi. form termination y is equivalent to ^T, 

and not to ^5JT. The oblique form of the proximate demonstrative pronoun 

in the Braj Bhasha, is ; on the other hand in Ganwari it is y. E. g., 

in this is in the Braj Bhasha in the Ganwari yij ; of this resp. is 

and to this and ycfrT, etc. There can be no doubt that the 

Ganwari y is merely a contraction of the Braj Bhasha ^j. This is easily 

confirmed by a further comparison of the Ganwari and the Braj Bhasha. 

It has been already remarked that in Gaurian is often contracted to y> 

to ^fr, ^ to and ^ to Now the Braj Bhasha oblique form of the 

distant demonstrative pronoun is and this, in the Ganwari, is represented 

by %; e. g., Braj Bhasha has ^T$T, ; but the Ganwari 

%^T, Again while the Braj Bhasha has here, there ; the 

Ganwari has and . 

There is still a point remaining for settlement concerning these neuters ; 

viz. the Prakrit original of the final y of the direct form. The Marathi final 

y corresponds to the Hindi final yjf, or (High Hindi ^T); e. g., 

Marathi gold is equal to Low Hindi ijTwf or yqcf (H. H. %5TT])} 

Mar. done is = Hindi faraf (H. H. fc&^T) ; Mar. doing = Hindi 

or (H. H. 3frC*TT), etc. The terminations ^f, there can be 
A 

no doubt, are the modifications of the Prakrit terminal form It is, 

therefore, prim a facie probable, that the Marathi y is also a modification 

of the Prakrit termination into by inserting *j, which afterwards 

contracted into y. But this is merely Gaurian law ; and the existence of 
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neuters in ^q* in early Gaurian lias been already amply proved. But there 

are two circumstances, which would seem to indicate a different derivation 

of the Marathi final 'A; viz. from a Prakrit final which in early Gaurian 

would become ^q (with insertion of euphonic q). Those two circumstances 

are ; 1. that the original of the termination if of the Marathi gerunds in 

qT (or r") is the Prakrit termination T^sjr, (e. g., quC^r doing is contracted 

from Prakrit qrTfvTRj), and that by parity, all Marathi- neuters in if are 

derived from Prakrit neuters in 2, that as the oblique form in qT of these 

neuters in is derived from the genitive of a Prakrit base in if we 

derive the direct form in q from the nominative Sing, of a Prakrit base in 

all difficulty attending the derivation of the oblique form is removed. 

Though it must be admitted, that these reasons are of considerable force, 

yet I think, the reasons which decide for the other view outweigh them. 

These are, 1., that it equalizes the derivation of the neuter nouns which 

are common to both Marathi and Hindi ; while the Prakrit termination 

(old Gaurian ^q) would explain easily the Gaurian neuters ending in 

as well as if, the Prakrit termination would only explain the 

Marathi ending q, but not the Hindi ending or ^, for which we 

would have to keep the Prakrit termination 2., There is the Marathi 

neuter termination x? which, to a certainty, is contracted from the Prakrit 

neuter termination TR3; if the Marathi neuter termination be also taken 

as a contraction of the Prakrit termination there is no intelligible reason, 

why in some words the ending should have been contracted into ^"and 

in others again into q . On the other hand, there is a very good reason for 

this difference, if we suppose that originally neuter nouns ended partly in 

partly in ^q ; and those ending in ^q contracted their final into if, 

while those ending in ^q contracted it into E. g. qiq" gold is 

contracted form the Prakrit old Gaurian ; but curds is 

' contracted from the Prakrit old Gaurian qffifq.—3., Again to 

anticipate a point which will be fully gone into in the next essay; 

to the Marathi neuters in if correspond Marathi masculines in ^srr; 

now according as the Marathi neuter in A is derived from an original form 

in ^q or ^q, the masculine in must also be derived from an original 

from in (RfqT) or ^RTT (^qT); but the form R|%T yields much more 

readily the contraction RfT (old Marathi %), than the form the latter 

could in the first instance give us only the contracted from qT; and though 

there is perhaps no absolute difficulty in assuming a contraction of qT to % 

(as in ^illT to high)* still it is not so easy and natural as the 

# In illustration miglit bo adduced tlio High Hindi participle past passive in ^p 

for the Braj Bhasha ones in qf; as II. Hindi qfRp for Braj Bhasha qn|jT. Here q^j 
may have arisen by the elision of q in qf^p But its origin may also have taken 

placo in a different manner. The corresponding participles in Marathi end in ^^pp 

which stands for the Skr. ending ; e. g. read is q^fT, the Skr. is qfa'cf:, tlio 
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contraction of rrt to % (as in to ^ril).—4., while on the theory 

of the Prakrit terminal form R^ being the original of the Marathi terminal 

form if, the two objections to this theory (noticed above) can be reconciled; 

on the other hand, on the theory of the Prakrit termination being the 

original, the three objections to this theory are incapable of being 

surmounted. As regards, namely, those two objections, it may he said : 1, 

that the ending if of the Marathi gerunds in %"(or R ), though, no doubt, 

ultimately derived from a Prakrit termination or TR may well be 

proximately derived from a Prakrit termination RR. For it has been 

shown already that the Prakrit Part. Fut. Pass, affix RRtR may 

change to RfRR (or Rf<JjR ) or (or RR?j).# And this derivation 

Prak. (with, the amplificative affix r) or xyfigRRy; in the more vulgar and 

broad Prak. dialect it must have become XfigRRT, this changed to xyRURT anc*- fiua6y 

to xreTRR[; i]1 Gaurian it was contracted to xygRyy or We may well 

suppose that the affix ^77 was also in Hindi sometimes broadened in Rff. Hence 

Skr. would become in Prak. Rf^RRT or RRRRf. The latter form would 

change to R^RRf or RRRy or RR1 or which last is the High Hindi form of 

the word. The former form would change to Rf%RRT or Rf^|R|- or RRjy or Ry^y 
which last is the Braj Bhasha form of the word. The extreme improbability of the Pra¬ 

krit termination ^r[ being contracted in Gaurian first to Rp next to r[ or Ry is 

illustrated by the word flferqf mouse, which becomes in Gaurian Ryyy or RRf. Here th0 
c\ ^ _ oC 

Gaurian termination Ry or Ry might be thought to be a contraction of the Sanskrit ter¬ 

mination or Prakrit ^Ry. But if we turn to Prakrit, we find the following 

sutra in Subha Chandra’s grammar, RqfRqfR^S]fRRf^i^HR^f?:3[7R7R (ir, 

corresponding to Hema Chandra I, 88.) ; that is, the first ^ of the words mentioned 

in the sutra changes to R • hence the Skr. RfqR: becomes in Prakrit qjRRy , 

and this, now, changes in Gaurian to fl%7 or RRy. 
e\ 

* The insertion of a euphonic r which, as has been remarked in another place, 

has become one of the phonetic laws of Gaurian, is not altogether unknown to the later 

Prakrit. Thus Hema Chandra in his Prak. grammar gives the following sutra R^Ry 

1,180, in Subhacliandra the corresp. sutra is III? 5, and the commentary 

thereon RRyf^RT^STOcT q\T which 

means, that if a consonant which is preceded by R or Ry and is followed by r 
or Ry is elided, a euphonic r is inserted; some examples given are rrr (for -gyRR], 

fRrRRpy (for yft^RR.*), Rrr (for RRR), etc. This sutra limits the practice to a 

particular case. But in Gaurian there is no limitation; and there are not wanting 

evidences that even in later Prakrit the limitation was not strictly observed. Thus 

Hemachandra himself in his commentary to sutra I, 14, of his own grammar makes 

the following remark R^RyfRRyYT^YH^gH^^fH^lNjtkat is, by the rule of variety 

the semivowel r may be slightly pronounced, and he gives among others as an 

example RpRqy fer Skr. RpCrf. Also in the previously mentioned sutra he mentions 

as an exception fqR^ for Skr, fqqfR. In all MSS., in my possession, both of his 

grammar and that of Hema Chandra the euphonic r is generally inserted in the 

Prakrit examples; while in the MSS. of Yararuchi’s Prakrit Prakasha it is never 

met with. 
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is rendered almost certain by the fact, that the Hindi equivalent of 

the Marathi gerundial ending is or which can only 

have arisen from a Prakrit ending Thus the Marathi cor- 

responds to the Hindi q\ vfif or . Now the 'proximate original of 

the Hindi form or must have been a Prakrit form esrcc^; 

hence it is probable that it was also, in the form the original of the 

Marathi form cfrpjffi though the ultimate original of both forms (Hindi as 

well as Marathi) was the Prakrit form or Moreover the word 

XTRT'f water, which is a contraction of the Prakrit form or qTvrlPA shows 

plainly, that if the Prakrit termination was modified to or 

it changed its final in Haurian according to rule into xf, and not to \ ; and 

that, therefore, in order to explain the change of the ultimate Prakrit form 

to in Marathi, we must assume, that first it was modified to 

and afterwards to —2., It has been proved already that 

there is nothing extraordinary or irregular in a change of a Prakrit base in 

in the Norn. Sing, to a base in in the Hen. Sing. 

The conclusion, then, which we must draw, appears to be this, that the 

termination P of Marathi neuters is in all cases of substantives (as PtP^), 

adjectives (as ^iT), and participles (as ef-^T), and probably in the case of 

gerunds (as a contraction of the old Harman termination and the 

Prakrit termination 

In order to complete the subject of the neuter inflexional base, I may 

add, that in the modern literary form of the Hindi-class Hannan languages 

(excepting Hujarati) the final anunasika of the neuter direct form of the 

inflexional base is always dropped. Thus in High Hindi we have for 

the Brai Bhasha and Alwari 35rP.fi Again compare rffpi water with 

Marathi qrpfi, and High Hindi potatoe with Marathi ; this is but 

the legitimate conclusion of a regular phonetic process affecting the final 

nasal. In Sanskrit we have final ip; in Prakrit final ip is toned down to 

the anuswara ; in Haurian the anuswara is attenuated to the anunasika ; and 

in modern literary Haurian finally the anunasika is dropped. The result of 

this process is the disappearance of the neuter gender in the modern 

literary Hindi-class Haurian languages (excepting Hujarati); for by the 

dropping of the final anunasika the neuter and the masculine become 

identical and indistinguishable in form ; and hence were also not distin¬ 

guished in gender. 

It was remarked above when treating of the Marathi neuters in p1' 

that the formation of the final P" took place, as it were, on the confines or 

the debatable ground between Prakrit and Haurian ; and that, therefore, 

* See Jlema Chandra I, 101. Subha Chandra II, 59. 

fi Similarly the Dative post-position in High Hindi is for Braj Bhasha ^ 

13 N 
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neuter nouns in may be considered and treated as well as Lrakritic as 

Gaurian proper. This remark applies with equal force to neuter nouns 

in X- In Marathi these neuter nouns in ^ and <5^ are generally considered 

as JPrdlcritic, and treated accordingly ; i. e., have an oblique form (as qqPf 

water, obi. form qTW; potato, obi. form qjvqf). But in the Hindi-class 

Gaurian languages, they are always considered as proper Gaurian and treated 

accordingly, i. e., have no oblique form (as Hindi, Gujarati, etc. qiYrt water, 

potatoe remain unchanged throughout the declension). 

The next essay (No. Y) will be devoted to the examination of the 

inflexional base of the masculine and feminine nouns with reference to the 

proof of these two points ; that the oblique form is identical with the Prakrit 

genitive, and that the termination % or qfT of the direct form (of masculine 

nouns) is owing to its original being the termination of a Prakrit base, 

formed by means of the pleonastic affix qr. This will also afford an occasion 

to examine an old Hindi oblique form in or and the inflexional base 

of the pronouns. 

APPENDIX. 
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NOTES TO APPENDIX. 

Note 1.—M. = Marathi; B. = Braj Bhasha ; A. = Alwar dialect; 

N. = Naipali; G. = Gujarati; Mr. = Marwarf; H. — High Hindi. 

Note 2.—The Prakrit grammars allow only those forms of this gerund, 

which change the compound consonant W into (see Pr. Prak. YII, 38) ; as 

or to which Hemachandra adds also efrfy®# and ^ry«i But 

the Gaurian dialects seem to postulate two more Prakrit forms of that gerund ; 

viz. such as change the comp. cons. into or^sf; and such as change the 

connecting vowel ^ into ^ (see my note on p. 83, 84) ; e. g., besides 

also or or Now since writing the present essay, 

I have found that my conjectures are supported by the Pali of the rock 

inscriptions ; e. g., in the Dliauli inscription occurs the form and in 

the ordinary Pali or ^t]®4 besides (see Dr. Muir’s Skr. Texts, 

Yol. II., p. 113, and Dr. Mason’s Pali Grammar, p. 90). This is all the 

more important, as, no doubt, the Pali of the inscriptions represents much 

more closely the spoken language than the Prakrit of the grammars, which 

may have sacrificed sometimes the established hut irregular forms of popular 

usage to the uniformity and regularity of a fancied rule. 

Note 3.—The forms and I have given on the analogy of two 

sutras in Subha Chandra’s Prakrit Grammar (Adhy. I, Pada I, sutra 14. 

15.) : f^cT || i. e., whenever the technical letter w is added, 

an anunasika must he pronounced ; and II 1 

i. e. in the (four) words yamuna, cliamunda, atimuktaka, kamuka ip must 

be pronounced as an anunasika; e. g., ^#WT, etc. Perhaps we may 

assume,that in later and vulgar Prakrit the elision of consonants generally was 

compensated by the pronunciation of anunasika ; and this conjecture might 

afford us another explanation of the puzzling final anunasika of the neuter 

oblique form in Gujarati and Panjabi. E. g. if the elision of ^ should be 

compensated by anunasika, we should have the Gen. for ; 

and would change to %T^Nt, and finally to This explanation, 

perhaps, appears less forced than that given above in the text p. 85, SO. 

Note 4.—In the text (see above p. 60) I have explained that the Prakrit 

Genitives in ^lyr, as drop the final and change to In 

support of this theory compare the remarks of Beames in his Comp. Gram, 

of the Modern Aryan languages of India p. 259., which I have received in 

the meanwhile. The only example given there is Skr. cffqw which in 

Panjabi is WY, but in Orlya 3\qT. A still more apposite evidence of my 

theory has since occurred to me in the Ganwari (Hindi) oblique form of the 

near demonstrative pronoun which is y or and corresponds to the Braj 
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Bhasha form or The original, namely, is the pronominal base 

which is defective in Sanskrit, hut in Prakrit has a complete declension. 

The Gen. Sing, of i;3T is in Prakrit or T^FfT’EjT or in which, in 

later Prakrit, the 3T becomes changed to anunasika, thus (see note 

3). Finally the form becomes in Gaurian contracted (by sandhi) 

to ^ which is Ganwari, or to which is Braj Bhasha. At the same 

time it is manifest, that the alternative forms v and must be contractions 

of an original Prakrit form (with apokope of ^). Similarly the oblique 

form of the second personal pronoun in the Ganwari is or imr, in Braj 

Bhasha ?fr or The original of these forms is the Prakrit genitive 

RW (nom. 3^) , or or or (in late Prakrit) or 7JWT. Of 

the two last forms the former is contracted to ?TT^r; the later 

to flT. And so forth ; the pronouns offer many more illustrations. 

Note 5.—The Marathi boil, might be also derived from the Sanskrit 

31^?; which might be preferable, as the Skr. 3Tm means boil, while does 

not exactly. In illustration of the change of the Skr. ^ to ^r, I may 

quote the word which according to Subha Chandra sutra II, 80. 

changes in Prakrit to or If this derivation be correct, then 

31^ is another example of the change of the termination to ; for 

its proximate original will, then, be 3i^cp. I may here add a few more 

examples of the change of the termination to or in Prakrit 

which have occurred to me since writing the foregoing essay. They have 

not always been recognized as such by Prakrit grammarians. E. g., in 

Subha Chandra sutra ^T^'gJT'^T TT (II, 8. corresp. to Hema Chandra I, 44), 

it is said among the examples that TRT^ is a modification of the Sanskrit 

SRPTt; and again in his sutra snn^PtvJT (II, 53, corresponding to 

Hema Chandra 1,94,95) it is said that by the change of to ^ the Sanskrit 

becomes in Prakrit ^TTri^T. It is manifest, that the Prakrit 

or contracted (or qi^i.) is not a modification of the Sanskrit 

(of the base ) but of a Sanskrit form Again Subha Chandra 

has a sutra (II, 20, corresponding to Hema Chandra I, 50), 

according to which the vowel of the affix optionally changes to ; the 

example given is for Sanskrit ; that is, according to the Pra¬ 

krit grammarian’s theory the Skr. changes to or, with elision 

of the medial % This is evidently a fanciful theory. The truth, 

no doubt, is that the Sanskrit base is, by adding the affix 3f, amplified 

to and then weakened to the latter form naturally yields 

the Prakrit form (by eliding ^ and ). Again Subha Chandra 

has a sutra (II, 18, corresp. to Hema Chandra I, 57), 

according to which, if the comp. cons, 'rf is changed to the inherent vowel 

^ becomes ^; thus Skr. becomes in Prakrit Now the form 
• ^ ^ # 

presupposes an original base but there is no such base in Skr. ; 

14 o 
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but would be naturally amplified to and this might very well 

be modified to which would yield a Prakrit form or contracted 

It should be noted, that all the words referred to here, are such in 

which the forms in and are confined to the Prakrit, while in 

Sanskrit they occur only in the form in But there is a not inconsider¬ 

able number of Sanskrit nouns in (i. e. -J- affix which have, in 

Sanskrit itself’ alternative and equivalent forms in and Now 

considering that most of these forms in and occur only rarely and 

in late Sanskrit works, I think we are justified in concluding that, a., they 

are merely phonetic modifications of the original form in (i. e., not formed 

by a separate and original Skr. affix ^efr or \ssff, which is the common opinion) ; 

b., that originally they were peculiar to Prakrit, having originated by Prakrit 

phonetic law ; and c., that they have been retransferred from Prakrit into 

Sanskrit (a theory regarding the relation of Prakrit and Sanskrit which admits 

perhaps of wider application, than is generally thought). If this view be 

correct, the number of those cases where a Skr. base in has undergone in 

Prakrit a modification into TW or will be very much enlarged. As to 

the prevalence of the addition of the affix (resp. in Prakrit, see the 

testimony of Dr. J. Muir in Sanskrit Texts Yol. II, p. 122, and Dr. Weber 

in Fragment der Bhagavati, I. ster Theil, pp. 437, 438. 

Note 6.—The Gaurian verb, trtefT drink, must be derived from the 

reduplicated root (for xfy), which, probably, was much more extensively 

employed in colloquial Prakrit than either in Skr. or literary Prak. The 

Prak. Gerund of would be or or (with elision of 

or with insertion of euphonic ^ (espec. mentioned by ITema Chandra 

I, 180, Subha Chandra III, 5), or (broadened) This 

latter form would be contracted in Gaurian regularly to (old G.), tffi?" 

M., tfttf B., H. 

Note.—I withdraw, for the present, the remarks on the Skr. Past 

Part. Act. affix ^rRi»r on page 67. 


